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FOREWORD.
The curriculum here presented is a'response to a definite need fre-

quently expressed by kindergarten teacher primary teachers, and
The work-of the different grades has been fairly standardized as to subject matter and method, and is usually outlined quite
definitely- for the guidance of teachers in the course of study. But
because the kindergarten is a 'relatively new movement and its work
has not yet become standardized, the course of study seldom includes
Hhool men.
1

a simibir outline to guide the kindergarten teachers in their work.
made by.a comThis fact was brought out by an inquiry r4
mittee appointed by the International Kindergarten Union. In order to determine to what extent the work of the kindergarten had
been definitely formulated to correspond to that of the grades in the
Anna Littell, wrote to1120 reprecourse of study, the chairman,
- sentative cities, asking what had been (lone in this direction. Of the
replies received. 30 contained the statement that only a general
Om existed anIrthat each kindergarten teacher was allowed to carry
aster wojk as she thought best ; 25 contained typewritten copies of
plan; which were being carried out by the-kindergarten teachers in
a general way; and 25 contained copies of the printed course in which
the work of the kindergarten was outlined as was that of the grades.
The fact that the work of the kindergarten has been put into organized form in so few places is no evidence that it is not being well
dpne; but there can be little doubt that it would be better done if the
scope, aim, and method of its work were definitely given wherever
the kindergarten has been adopted. Such a statement, if adequately
ma,dc, would be of great value to hundreds of kindergarten teachers
Awes too small to furnish expert supervision. *It would interpret
the kindergarten to those primary teachers who are still unacquainted
with it and show them what foundation it furnishes for their own
work. It wbuld'give superintendents and principals a basis for

evaluating the kindergarten, and enable them to indicate how its
work should be coordinated with that of the grades to follow.

Since

the kindergarten can not really function in the school as a whole
until the coordination in question has been effected, the latement
referred to is important as a means to a much-needed end.
The kindergarten has exerted a marked and lasting influence upon
the spirit and methods of the school. That influence is due in part
5
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to the fact that in the early years of the kindergarten movement kindergarten teachers were allowed freedom to work out their own ideals

and methods. The value of the kindergarten as an institution has
been amply demonstrated. As an organic part of the school as a
whole, however, its value can be appreciably increased. In order to
realize this greater value,.its work needs organizing so as to show
how its own lines of work form the foundation of that which is to

follow. This doubtlqs implies some reorganization of its own work
and also of that of the first grade.
The present-day conception is that the period from four to eight

years in a child's life is psychologically one period, and that the
methods of both kindergarten and first grade should possess the same
gerferal characteristics. Where this conception is logically carried
out, there is no break between kindergarten and first grade. Where
the break exists, it is evident that either the one or the other lacks
the right foundation, or that the work of the one has not. been organized with reference to the work of the other.
The fact that a more fundamental coordination between the kindergarten and the first grade is needed is increasingly recognized, and
some valuable beginnings in this direction have been made. NInch
remains to be done, however, and the problem seems to he one for-the
kindergarten-primary supervisor to solve in cooperation with both
kindergarten teachers and primary teachers. One of the difficult ies
that such supervisors meet in attempting its solution is (he hick of a
common viewpoint on the part of the two groups of workers. The
first step, therefore, is to increase the acquaintance of both groups
with present-day educational theory and its implications as to methods in both the kindergarten and the first grade. Several,books have
been written recently that will further this acquaintance.. ;These interpret the work of_the grades to the kindergarten teacher more adequately than they interpret the work of the kindergarten to the grada-

teacher. An understanding on the part of each group of the work
of the °they is essent: ;1, however, if the desired coordination is to be
effected.

It. is because a bettor knowledge of the km rgarten on the part of
school people is necessary to enable kindergarten teachers to do their
own best work and to make possible the needed coordination, that the

advisory committee to the kindergarten division of the Bureau of
Education has 'undertaken to organize a curriculum showing in some
detail the aims, methods, anttesults of kindergarten education in-its
several aspects. The group f kindergarten teachers to whom the
task was delegated believe a restat ent of aims and methods in terms
of present-day educational theor to be essential to its fullest,accOmplishmeat. They hope that such a tatement will enable kindergarten
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teachers who are still 'Awing traditional methods to see their work
in a new light dnd to understand the reasons for the changes now advocated in kindergarten material and methods.. They hope that the
statement will aid primary teachers to see the psychological basis
for kindergarten procedure, and show them wherein their own meth-'
as may need changing in order to secure real continuity of experience for the child during these early school years. It can not fail
to show, if only by implication, that the larger knowledge of the
child's development now available has made experimentation inevitable. The work here suggested is experimental in the sense that. it
is a departure from the method of the past, but it is guided by a clear
vision of the problem to be solved by means of it. Experimentation
of this kind will b'e needed in laith the kindergarten and first grade
before the unification called for can be effected. The committee hope
that the curriculum here presented will stimulate both kindergarten
teachers and primary teachers to the end that each may function
more fully in the development of the child and in the administration
of the school.

The general plan of organization followed by the committee in
-preparing the curriculum for the kindergarten was determined in
preliminary conference. Each member.of the committee then selected
or was assigned one or two subjects of the curriculum ip which she was
study. These several coursesof study,
to prepare a tentative
when completed. were submitted to all members of the committee,

criticized by tlikt, and returned to their respective author ''for revision. In sonic cases two uptsons collaborated in preparing a single
course of study.
The curriculum here offered is the outcome of the effort of the committee to formulate certain-. general principles us to aims, materials,
and methods which they believe should control all curricula, and to
illustrate these in their application to a particular situation. The
committee wish to emphasize, their belief that a course of study for

tlic kindergarten, or for any single grade, should he made with
reference to the particular needs of the children with whom it,is to be
used, these weds differing with locality, the experience of the chil-

dren, their degree of maturity, the social status of the parents, etc.
The committeb,hope that this tontribution to the problem may be
suggestive and helpful in determining standards for kindergarten
procedure.
Subcommittee on kindergarten curriculum.

Alice Temple, chairman; nirector Kindergarten-Primarr Department, School
of Education, University of Chicago...
/film
, Julia ade'Abbot, Supervisor, of landergartenti,
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Louise-Alder, TTead of Kindergarten Department, Stnte Normal School, Emporia, Kans.
Elizabeth Harrison, Principal National Kindergarten and Elementary Colicg,.,
Chicago, III.

Aqua H. Llttell, Supervisor of Kindergartens, Dayton, Ohio.
Grace
Mix, Head of Kindergarten Department, State Normal School. I ';,:
vide, Va.
Luella A. Palmer, Assistant Director of Kindergartens, New York, N. Y.
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THE KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM.

Chapter I.
GENERAL STATEMENT.

The curriculum of the kindergarten is composed of a variety of
subjects and activities selected because of their value in meeting the
needs of children from 4 to t years of age.

The subject material of the kindergarten curriculum represents
experience common to the group of children concerned. It includes

experience gained front their contact with (1) natural objects and
phenomena (nature study) ; (2) human beings and human activity
(home and community life) ; and (3) some of the products of hunum
intelligehce (literature, 'tingle, art, etc.).
The activities of the curriculum, oral expression, manual work,
drawing, singing, dramatic play, games, etc.,arp avenues of expression through which experience is defined, interpreted, and organized:
Each of these forms of activity satisfies some one or mdre of the
fundamental impulses of the child, and, if rightly used in the school,
contributes its peculiar share toward his development and education.
Each phase of the kindergarten curriculum finds its counterpat
in the curricula of ourliest primary grades, with reading and writing as additional forms of activity and expression. The work in
each subject or type .,d activity common to the kindergarten and
primary grades, therefore, should be so arranged that continuity is
secured.

Now that. the kindeigartn has become a well-established part of
the public-school system, the question is often asked whether read-

ing and writing should not be introduced in the latter half of the
kindergarten Sear. In answer, it may be said that it is now generally
conceded that, not all children are ready to begin these subjects at
exactly the same age.. At some point, almost anywhere between the
years of 5 and 7, the child is gager to write his pante and to interpret
some of the printed and written forms which he.sees about him. He
is ready to extend his control of language to include ability to read
and write, activities which, his elders apparently find so interesting
lomoo°-10---2
9
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-unit Important. When this time comes, the teacher, whether her. elasi

is designated. as kindergarten or first grade, shiAd be prepared to
,

teach these subjects according to the best-known methods.
Methods of teaching reading and wt :it:pig are now very generlilly

included in the training of kiiidergarFiers. Teachers in the field
who have not prod such training should secure it -for themselves.
teachers would then he able to give their children these ',next step;-."
in the development of language control \Own in their judgment the
time is ripe.
Likewise. teachers of first grade should be prepared to carry on
snecessf idly the types of work characteristic of the kindergarten \Ville
hose Childn'll NV110. because of immaturity. are.not ready to profit by
ins'truction in reading and writing. Indeed, it is probable that t Ito
teaching of these subjects is more ofteq begun too early in the child's
be more easily
scluiol life than deferred too long. loth mistakes
avoided. howevee, when all teachers of the kindergarten awl lower,
grades are equipped to teach achild whatever he needs to he taught
daring the first three or four years of his school life.
A committee is now at work upon a curriculum for primary grades
based npon the curriculum for the kindergarten which is here presented. This committee will doubtless do full justice to the subjects
of rmuling and writing, and will show the intimate relation of these
subjects to other phases of the kindergarten-prinutry curricultim. It
is not necessary, therefore, to discuss, the matter further in this document.

In the following pages the several subjects of the kindergarten
Subject .hotter;
*curriculum will be discussed in terms. of :
Method; .Ittailimentd.

A

Chapter IL
SUBJECT MATTER: COMMUNITY LIFE AND
NATURE STUDY.
Little children do not, di fferent iate het ween experiences gained from

social onthts and those ha O- w, their source
nature. They are'
interested in vliat people are doing. and in natural' objects and Atnomena as these are connected with human activity. It seein.S7desir,4,'.".
.able therefore to make no sharp distinction between-pre* VO...ty'pcs
Of experience in organizing the program.
AIMS.
,1

To encourage interest in the signifii:ant-phases of the environment.
To correct. extend. interpret, anti organize experience.
To cultivate 4esirableattitudes and habits.
, 'SUBJECT MATTER.

I

--

If these purirsts ate to lte rOalized. certain funtlatnental considerat ionsmust,14,hept constantly in mind when planninthe program.
1. The :WI tj ee t matter selected nuist be something which appeals to
the chil.dt'en as interesting and significant. It must be (or the most
therefore. something which they may use and enjoy in the pursuit
,,,,,,'Wf-their activities' andiplay projects, or which satisfies the desire fol,
-';f.new experience. Chihren indulge spontanemi*ly in imaginative play,
which is suggested by the familiar occupations of adults/and of °hie&
children. They play at housekeeping. caring for children. (dolls),
and selling, traveling, going to school, skating, etc.
Materials, facts, ideas (subject matter), which enable them to carry
on these' plays more cont.pletely and satisfactorily are eagerly appropriated. Similarly, nature materials and forces which the children

can make use of in their play occupations are the things in nature

which hold their interest longest.
. The aspects of home and cominity life which are selected must
not only be of interest to the children but they must be selected with
reference to their importance and meaning in social life, for the.* arch
the interests which are worth while to develop. Activities and objects

12
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related to such universal human nctds as food, clothing, shelter, rest,
recreation, beauty, etc., are among these.
4 3. The daily experience of the children will include some interests,
impulses to activity, and emotions, which, although not related to the
series of toes which have been selected, should riivertheless be given
opportunity for expression. A rainy day, with its interesting accompaniment of rubber boots, raincoat, and umbrella, might call for ex.apression through drjimatic play, drawing, or song, which would be

much more significAnt on that day than anything relating to the
larger unit of work or project which was being carried on. Many
valuable nature experiences are ,incidental. to the daily program.
Little children delight in the movement ot animals, the color of leakes
and flowers, the curious shapes of shells. They gaze in wonder as

the moth slowly emerges from its cocoon, and spreads its brilliant
wings. M-ley are attracted by the appearance of the moon and stars
and other natural objects. As these interests manifest themselves
-.from day to day, they should be encouraged through suitable forms
of expression.
4$ Finally, there are forms of play and activity needed for the children's complete development which are not suggested Iv the subject
nuttier referred to above. Children need opportunity to experiment

with and express their own images and ideas in concrete materials ; they need many songs and stories which bear no relation to
the selected subject material, but which are closely related to the interests, impulses, and emotions of childhood; thex need freedom to
move about, change their position, and thus through spontaneous
activity of one sort or another expend accumulated surplus energy.
Examples of these various types of aaivity will be found in subsequent chapters.
METHOD.

41,' In general, the method of using subject matter selected from home
and community life, or from-nature study, involves the following:

1. Recall of familiar experience through real objects, toy repre-.
sentations, pictures, conversation, or throligh some closely related
experience.

2. Extension or interpretation through excursion, or by means pf
objects or processes in the schoolroom, etc.
3. Interpretation and organization through one or more of the several avenues of expression or forms of play. The third step usually
involves for the child a problem which he will be interested in solving.
For example, suppose the children have ben shaping cookies of clay.
The'question of baking may,present itself, and they then realize that

baking tins and ovens are needed. The first problem for the child

COMMUNITY LIFE AND NATURE STUDY.
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may be, "How can I change this piece of paper into a pan to hold
my cookies? " The next problem follows," How can I make an oven

in which, to bake this pan of cookies? "
SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE.

The following outline of topics is offered as illustrative of the
standard.set forth in the foregoing pages. It is subject matter
which has been been found valuable in a school located in an open
city district. The children come from good helms. The parents
are educated, American-born citizens. The material represented in

the outline has been drawn directly from the experience of this
particular group of children. It is believed, however, that the general lories..4ili be suitable in many environments. The subtopics
will necessarily vary with different communities.
OP,

Srptembrr, Ortoker, Norember.

1. Life in the home: The family ; care of the home; preparation
of food for the family.
2. 'Sources of food: The garden and farm; the market, the ped-

dler, the dairy; occupations related to the supply of food; direct
attention to the food products. fruits. vegetables. grains, eggs, milk,bread, butter, and to sonic of-the simpler processes involved' in food
getting.

3. Seasonal aetirities and interests: Preserving and canninglot
winter ; planting bulbs; gathering flowers, leaves, berries, seeds, mitt,
etc.;

collecting caterpillars; preparation for and celebration of

Thanksgiving.
Peeentrfrer.

Preparation for Christmas: "Santa Claus;" the toy shop; mak;
inn gifts; the Christmas festival aunt treg.
January, Prbilittry, March.

1. Life in the community: Houses for different families; street.',
walks, street lights; modes of transportation in the community; public buildings needed by the many families; various shops and stores;
post office; fire department ; school; Much.
2. Seasonal interests: Out-of-doOr play in snow and ice; heating
and lighting of homes and other buildings; celebration of St. Valen-

tine's Day; recognition of Washington's Birthday; care of plants
now grown from bulbs planted in the autumn; care of pet animals,
fish, birds, etc.
April, Meth June.

I. Occupations related to clothing: Making clothing; buypg material at store or shop.

14
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2.- Seasonal activities and interests: Life in the park and playground; excursipns to observe signs of spring. budding of trees,
birds returuing, coming of wild flowers: out-of-doOl play with marbles, tops,. etc.; gardening; raising chickens or doves; celebration of
Easter; celebration of May Day.
EXPLANATION OF OUTLAIE.
September, October, Norember.

1. Life in the home: The necessary work involved in housekeeping,
especially that related to thegsupply of food for the family, furnishes
excellent subject matter for the fall program. It is all very familiar ;
the activities involved are simple and objective, and they are intimately related to the .welfare and happiness of the children themselves.

A few well-selected toys, such as a bed, a stove, a broom, a tub, and
some dolls, will suggest the housekeeping plays. Large floor blocks
may be used to make more beds. stoves, ovens. Clay may be- used for
bread, cookies, cake, etc., to be baked; The older children may mako
bedding for their doll beds. Paper napkins and doilies will be needed
to carry on the dinitjg room plays. Designs developed from berry
and seed-stringing described below are sometimes applied in de..lrating the doilies. The art impulse may be conserved also by attention

to the arrangement of table furnishings and the effective ploing of
flowers on the table.

.

In order to keepthe children's interest and attention centered on
the household activities and to furnish motive for many of the plays
and ,occupations, a playhouse. may be provided in .one corner of I he
room by means of a screen. Here the 'toys and truck constructions
may be kept from day.to day, additional furniture and equipment
supplied as need arises, and the life of the family in the home. their
work and their pleastresrdramatized fully and freely.
The teacher may.suggest a real luncheon or tea party which will
dairy, or the bakery. A
necessitate a trip to the grocery store,
cereal or some other food easily prepare may be bought, cooked, and
served by the children themselves.
A series of plays and occupations of this kind, developed largely
by the children themselves and supplemented by pictures and conversation,: serves to bring isolated ideas, experiences, objects, and
processes, into their true. relation in the children's thought, and to
stimulate them to further organization of experience through play.
2. Sources of food: TIO excursion to the store suggests the desirA
ability of a,play store in t6, sQmolroom, and this may now become the
, limpet.
.
It will call for much experimentation with bUilding
next
....
...
:it

.

.

.
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blocks and boards. It can he worked out on ., small scale by each
child and later reproduced with the large building materials by the

group as a whole. To stock this store, which is large enough for
several children to play in at one time, furnishes numerous problems
for the children to solve, and affords them excellent experience in
selecting and shaping materials to serve their play purposes. Further
suggestions as to materials and method, dramatization, etc., will he
found in subsequent chapters.
The extent to which garden and farm become centers of interest
depends necessarily upon the children's experiences. A miniature
sand table farm, showing buildings, fields, farm animals, etc., is an
interesting and valuable play project far children who are familiar
with farm life.
Play with real fruit, grains, and vegetables in the grocery store or
in connection with preparing and serving food in the home will give
an opportunity for as 11111(.1 emphasis upon the pkvess of fool getting as is desirable. The malting of butter is a process which even
little children can carry on successfully, and they may help in mak-

ing jelly. Both butter and jelly may be saved and used at the,
Thanksgiving festival.
3. &axonal arti ;eA and interest 9: Parallel with the interest in
ustrial activities will be interest in the season
these domestic and
and some of its chaALteristic aspects. Bulbs may be planted in the
fall for 'early.spring blossoming. Seeds, berrie., and autumn leaves
May lie gathered. sorted, and made into chains and wreaths. As
autumn flowers are 'brought in, the children may arrange and place
them in the room. Interest in observing the caterpillar spin a cocoon
will be stimulated by taking the children out to find caterpillars and
helping them to proOido some means of keeping them.
The program for the season culminates in the preparation for and
celebration of Thanksgiving. The chilsiren have had some share in
preparing food. for future use in the ['Titte making and preserving.
They have seen fruits and vegetables in abundance in the markets.
They have gathered some vegetables from their,own gardens. These
(tweet exPerietires, enriched by pictures, .conversation, song, and
story. N::11 help the children to some realization of the meaning of
the harvest season. They may prepare for Thanksgiving Day by
decorating the room appropriately and beautifully, and by prepar-

ing and serving a simple luncheon for their Mothers. The bread
may be spread with the Witter and jelly which they have lelpod to
make, and they may construct little paper baskets
to hold tlA) nuts
..
they have cracked.
Children of kindergarten age can not understand the historicil
significance of this holiday; hence it is a mistake to give it to them.
.

.
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Thesoc. ial significance of the day, however, may be realized by the

children- through associat g it with the harvest and the pleasure
that comes from sharing good things with their4amily and friends..
This will lay the foundation for the appreciation of the spiritual .
significance of the festival, which will come to the children at a
later period in their development...
Halloween is a day for the children to enjoy with other children.
It may be made the occasion for a kindergarten and first-gradeparty,
and thus lielp to foster the social life of the school as a whole. The
celebration should emphasize,the wholesome, legitimate humor that
is associated with the jack-o-lantern and the antics of the elves and
brownies.
December.

Preparation for Chriltinas: -The outline for Dcember suggests
that the three school weeks of this month be devoted to work and
play related.to Christmas. The little child's associations with this

day are in terms of Santa Claus and toys. The story, The Night
Before Christmas, recalls all ti) joys of the Christmas season. The
children should be given full opi)ortunity to reproduce parts of the
story through materials and in imitative snd dramatic play... The
making of a toyshop and toys will stimulate the children to their
best efforts in construction and supply incentive for further dramatic play. Songs and stories which interpret the activities in which
the children are engaged, or the mood aroused by the experiences
' they are having, will enhance the value of the entire Christmas experience. The song, Who Will Buy My Toys? is an example of a
play activity in poetic form. The Shoemaker and The Elves is a
story closely related to the Christmas experience, becquso it deals
with the making of gifts and contains tlfe element of surprise. The
spiritual significance of -the festival may be, emphasized in some
communities by telling the story of the First Christmass
After such happy. experiences as these, the Illicit will be ready
and eager to plan and make gifts for their partrits. This Christmas
festival should be-the most beautifufof the year. he work should
be so.planned that hurry and strain in eonnectio with making gifts
are avoided. All preparations should be accom allied with pleasure

in doing and joy in anticipation.' The gifts should be carefully
wrapped and tied or sealed. Attractive and appropriate invitations

to the festival should 'be planned and made by the childrent The
children may buy, and trim the tree, and so enjoy it.for several days
befori tie final time when parents and younger brothers and sisters
Come to share it with them.

.

5
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January, February, March.

1. Life in the community: Occupations related to food, clothing,
and shelter, represent both home and community activities in relation
to each other ; but the home life supplies the bactground in each case,
and the several neighborhood industries become interesting in connection with some one or more needs of the home and family.
It is desirable, in addition to these, to emphasize the needs of and
provision for the neighborhood o. community as a whole. There are
families, represented by the children themselves, living in their several
homes; these homes are located on roads or streets; walks and street
lights must be provided so that travel and transportation may be safe
and comfortable. There are numerous stores and shops on the business strut of the neighborhood which supply many of the needs of the
community. Provision is made for the protection of the people by
means of the fire department and the police service; and for con.1.----.
munication through the work -orThe letter carriers and post office.
There is the school for all of the children ; and.the church attended by
the different families.
A miniature community as a project may be easily devf,;lopg,d out of
the building of individual houses on the stune street or in the same
neighborhood. These structures will be characteristic of the environmentsingle houses only, or single houses, blocks of houses, and apartment buildings. As the houses are completed, other necessary buildings
of the community suggest themselves. The stores and shops of the
miniature community may be distinguished from one mother by their
window displays. Sidewalks, street lights, mail boxes, and vehicles of
various sorts may be added as need for them is felt. In.the'early spring
ecome additional projects especially inthe playgiotind and par
cant as the days grow warmer.
teresting and s'
Associated with t e construction are the plays In which the children
carry out in inn tve and imaginative form the various community
y play at shopping, visiting, going to school and
activities.

church. They play postman, car driver, policeman, etc. They visit
the fire department and see the firemen and engines. Illustrative
drawing and modeling are other forms of expression used to interpret these different interesting and important phases of community
life- The play is simple and the products crude, but they represent
the child's mode of entering into the life of which he is a part and
learning something of its interrelations and interdependencies.

These objective and relatively permanott representations of the
objects and ideas involved in the subject matter hold the children's
interest and atten on for several days or weeks.
19,8100°-1
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2. Seasonal intere,sis: At Christmas time the use of the holly,
mistletoe, and evergreens will call attention to the trees which keep
their leaves all winter.
In winter, if environment favors, the children will make snow Irani
and snow men. The melting of the snow men will serve to show the
change of snow to water under the effect of warm sunshine.
During the short winter days attention shotild be directed to the
moon and stars while they are visible before the children's bedtime;
a nd.verse and song expressive of childlike feelings and interest in these

heavenly bodies, may be used to deepen the children's pleasure in
them.

The bulbs planted in the. autumn may be brought from the cellar
and kept in the classroom where the children may watch them grow
and give them the care they need.
tho planning and making of valentines will furnish good .problems
in construction and design, and this day. like Halloween, may be used

to further the development of social spirit between the different
grades. in the school.
Washington's Birthday is a holiday which has interest and signifi-

cance for the older children in the school and for the community in
general. The younger children tend to reflect, without understand-

ing. a community interest of this kind. They are, obviously, too
young to appreciate the service of Washington to his country; but
they will be satisfied with the explanation that he was a great soldier

and the first president of the United States. They may help to
celetitate his birthday by making suitable room decorations and
soldier caps for themselves, by carrying flags while marching to
martial music, and by hearing and joining in the singijig of our
national songN. Thus will pleasurable and right imociiitions tee
made by them with the name of George, Washington, a national
figure too great to he introduced to children through -anything so
trivial as the cominonly used cherry -tree story.

.

J1011%

1. The need and supply o; clothing : As occupations related to the
supply of food may be initiated through suggestive toys, so interest
in clothing and o&upations necessary to supply it may be approached
through dolls and doll plays. Dolls which need garments made of
actual cloth materials may be used, or paper dolls, or both kinds;
in any case the problem is one which will make a strong appeal to
the children.
Material is the first necessity. The children may go to purchase
it themselves. The planning and making o( the garments will follow. This work will suggest the stores and shops again as places
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where not only materials, but also ready-made garments may be
It may involve the dry goods store, or the department

secured.

store, according to the circumstance and-environment.
The plays and occupations will bring the children in contact
a variety of textile materials. With a few groups of children interest
might carry back to the sources of wool and cotton, and the processes
involved in converting the raw materials into fabrics. These processes are so iliteresting to the teacher that she often includes them in

the kindergarten program when the children's experience does not
justify such subject. matter. All occupations related to clothing take
on an added significance in convection with the out-of-door life of the

season. When the subject is a pert of the spring program, the need
of cotton clothing, shade hats, sunbonnets, and parasols may be
emphasized. If it is included in the winter work, heavy coats, caps,
mittens, rubbers, and leggings are necessities to be provided. In
either case, the merchant as a factor in supplying human needs
becomes a person of special interest and importance.

2. Seasonal artivit;e3 avd intercIts: During the late spring and
early summer, when the children can be ou,t of doors much more than

at any other time. of the year, the central interest of the program
may be selected from the activities and interests relating directly to
-the season of the year.
The playgrounds and parks are being made ready for summer use.
As suggested elsewhere, the re vsentation of it playground d park

in miniature may be the final
the interests in community life.

ect of the work growing out of

In the curly spring, the effect o

inshine on seeds and bulbs

planted in the window boxes will have `been noted. Excursions will

be planned in order that the children may discover signs of now
life as they appear in the grass, leaf hue*, and early wild flowers.
Interest in these may be stimulated through drawing and paper
cutting as well as through language and poetry.
Observation of returning birds should be encouraged and an effort
made through pioknres, conversation, drawing, etc., to help the children recognize readily a few birds common to the locality. The chil-

dren may also make a bath for birds in the school yard and keep it
filled with water.
The out-of-door experiences will supply motive for construction.
Paper hats or sunbonnets will be needed to shade the children from

the heat of the sun; baskets for collecting flowers; and clay bowls
or vases for holding the gathered flowers.
,
As the -older boys and girls are playing with marbles, tops,' and
kites, the little children May make these or similar toys to play Ilith
on bright or windy days.

I
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In addition to these experiences incjilental to the objects and
phenomena of nature, the activities of gardening and the care of
animals should be carried on. dbillen of kindergarten age are too
young to carry gardening activities very far. They should, however;
have the opportunity to plant some flower And *getable seeds Which
will mature quickly. Seeds planted in pots, bowls, or boxes made or
decorated by the children will help to keep the interest active through
appeal to the ownership instinct. Furthermore, the plant growing
in the little pot on the window sill is much more in evidence than the
plants growing in the relatively remote garden in the school grounds.
It is worth while, therefore, to plant seeds in the spring and -bulbs
in the autumn, both indoors and out. Lettuce and radishes planted
early in May will be ready. to harvest by the time school closes in

June. The seeds of these and other plants may be gathered in the
rally autumn. In case there is a garden belonging to the school in
charge of'a capable garden teacher, the kindergarten children may
help in planting and caring for it.
Animals which are interesting in their habits and which may be
easily cared for in or near the schoolroom are gold fish, canary birds,
ring doves, rabbits, and a hen and chicks. In a number of instances
kindergartners have succeeded in raising a brood of little chicks. In
one school the hen and fertile eggs were brought to the classroom.

The children made a nest of straw LI a barrel turned on its side,
Owed the eggs in it7rrred the hen (lady while she Was setting.
When the eggs hatched, pome of the children saw the little chicks
'actually coming out of the shell. One morning they heard the peep
of one chick still inside the'shell. After all were hatched, the children made ita runway with large blocks. The hen and her brood
were kept in the schoolroom for several weeks, the children giving
them the necessary care during that time. Later, they were kept in
a coop out of doors. In the course of time the mother hen began lay-

ing eggs again, and these were used for the closing party of the
year when the children' served their mothers a luncheon of lettuce
and egg sandwiches and radishes, the lettuce and radishes having
been gathered from their own gardens.

Opportunity thus to become intimately acquainted with two or
three types of animal life is far more important for the children than
merely to be introduced to a larger number and variety of animals,
although the, aspect of number.and variety need not be neglected.
The festival days of the season, Easter and May Day, should be
recognized in appropriate. fashion. Since Easter comes at the beginning of spring, the associations with it should be those of new
life. The season is one of promise.
May Day, like St. Valentine's Day, is' t time for surprises. It
should be so celebrated as to give pleasure to friends and neighbors.
.

_
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The old enstom of hanging baskets of flowers on neighbors' doors is
a charming one to perpetuate. The schoolroom doors serve as well
as any others for this purpose.
ATTAINMENTS.

The attainments are realized so largely in terms of the various activities of the program: hand cork, language, drawing, excursions,
and so on, that it is difficult to formulate them apart from these sev7
,eral activities except in \ ry general terms. A year's work as outlined below should result: i the f011owing values 'for-the children:

1. Attitudes,intercet8, totee: A broader and more intelligent interest in those phases of social mid natural environment included in
the contetit of the curriculum.
An eager. receptive attitude toward' ..new. experience. resIthing in
,
the development of new interests.
2. IlaNts, 84411.y: Increased ability to relateitiid organize experience.

Iitereakd ability to adjust oneself to social situations. .
Increased power of attention shown in ability to concentrate on a
series of related ideas and activities.
Increased power to think and work independently.
3. Knowledge, infoemation.: A considerable fund o siduable information concerning the home and neighborhood activi
and nat..
ural objects and phenomena to which attention has been dra
Some realization of the social relationships and moral values involved in certain of these activities.
Star.mmtArny.

Bobblt, Franklin. The itirriculutn. Boston, Houghton, 3111111n Co.
Course In community life, history, and civics, University Ilemente.ry School.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press.
Dewey, John. Froebel's educational principles. In his School and Society,
rev. ed. Chicago, University of Chicago Press. Cb."V.
Marlin, Katherine. The kindergarten. In Public School Methods. Chicago,
The Methods Co. Vol. I, Ch. I.
Miller, Irving. Education for the needs of life. New York, The Macmillan Co.
Pointer, Melia A. Some: reconstructive movements within the kindergarten.
Psychological Clinic, Vol. 1'11. Jane, 1913..
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Chapter III.
MANUAL ACTIVITIES.
'The impulse to experiment with materials is one of the strongest.
of early childhood. It shows itself first in the mere handling of 01)-.
jest; and materials for the pleasurable sensations which resnit. Each
material, according to its nature, offers suggestions to which the chill
Tenets and thereby discovers furtheicharacteristics and possilidities
of the particular object or material. Soon the child begins to Atse
innerial to make objects or express ideas of his own.
GENERAL AIMS.

To stimulate a feeling of power which comes from control over
environment.
To develop energy, resourcefulness. and persistence in realizing it
purpose.
To give means of control over surroundings and uueans of inteipro ing processes.
SPECIFIC AIMS.

To satisfy the child's desire to experiment with materials and thus
become. familiar with their properties.

To help the child take the initial steps in art and industrial
proee ses.

To develop ability to won; with others toward-6.million ends.
SUIVECT :MATTER.

Children of 4 years of age who lhave'llad a variety of. well selected
toys and play materials in the home will begin very early to use the

materials of the kindegarten in imitative and constructive play.
'Less fortunate children will need a greater variety of suggestive twee
to stimulate the underfed play and constructive instinets. For example, a child from a home of the first type will be interested almost

at once to in,Jte a bed and chair for himself or for a (loll with the
blocks he finds in the school, while theother type of child will nevi
time to play with a doll, a toy bed and chair, and a6o time to experiment withIelocks as suggested above.-
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Much of the children's natural constructive play with materials
an outgrowth of their attempt to imitate or reproduce the familiaradult activities going on about them. The 'toys listed below have
been found of value in creating for the children in the kindergarten
suggestive social situations leading to play representative of home
and neighborhood activities and giving natral and childlike motives
for construction.

Tor /x: Dolls, large and small; doll furniture; a playhouse; toy
utensils; toy animals.
Dolls, large and small, appeal at once to the child and represent to
him members of the human family with needs which must be satin

Many of the problems throughout the year will arise fr3m
providing for the dolls a house, furniture, wagon, train, station,
lied.

clothes, food, etc. As the children provide for the needs of the doll
family,. they become more conscious of the ways in which their own

families have been provided with these necessities. Work and play
become more purposeful and are entered into with more zest if each
child has his own small doll to build for, to sew for, etc.
Doll furniture, beds, chairs, tables,, bureaus, cupboards, and carts
can be mdde by the children as-described in the section on wood work.

playhouse may consist of a screen with windows anda hinged
door, to be used in one corner of Old room. While not anecessary
part of the equipment, this furnishes an excellent motive for housekeeping' plays and construction.
Toy utensils encourage plays...related to home life, and suggest to
the children ideas for cons( ruction.
Toy animals suggest the need of shelters, enclosures, food, etc., and
thus supply- motive for construction and material for:play.

Materials for construction: Blocks;sand table, clay, paper, textiles
for weaving, extilesfor sewing, wood, mistellaneous materials..
sist of Froebel's building blocks enlarged, large floor
Blockstnay
lohlocks in the form a relative proportion of the Froebelian building
blocks but enlarged six times, and boards of different dimensions to
be combined with these; or the Patty, Hill floor blocks and boards can of
be made to o or by a planin'g mill or the school manual training department. iraple or other and wood should be used.
Much of the construction with this material is done upon the floor
in order that the children may have more freedom and that the larger
muscles may becalled into play. The floc); should be kept clean and the children should be' provided with small individital rugs or mats.
Cardboard can be furnished for roofs with the Froebelian blocks, and
boards with the floor blocks;then the children feel the -need for them.
At first the children experiment freely with their. material, discovering for themselves what ean.be done with it. They soon begin tonet
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for themselves problems which may have been suggested by their discoveries of the possibilities of the material. For example, they may
pile the blocks to make towers, or they may lay sidewalks, or constuct. trains of cars or houses; or their construction may be in lino
with some present interest or past experience. One child may build
with cubes and oblong prisms a porch and steps like those which are
just being added to his own home, Nvhile a second child may construct
the long table and benches in the grove where he had his picnic supper m
the evening before. The social situation created by the presence of
the kindergarten dolls and the dishes may suggest the use of the blocks
to make chairs, tables, stoves, beds, etc., and housekeeping plays develop which may. continue for several days, improvements being made
and equipment added in the way of napkins, table spreads, bedding,
brooms, etc., as the children feel the need for them. At times each
child will build to carry oat his own ideas in his own l'ay; again, two
or more children wilnunite their blocks and cooperate voluntarily to
solve a problem; while tit other times a group of children will cooperate to solve a larger social project, chosen by the' elves, or suggested
by the teacher. When the teacher sees an intere.
owi
in any
problem Which she wishes especially to emphasize in r pr ram, she
seeks to center the interest of all the children upon it. For example,
when a number of children become interested in the housekeeping
plays, she brings out the screen playhouse to giye a stronger motive
for construction and to make the situation more real and interesting.
She may then suggest problems which will carry forward the play.

(')

Some of the projects for construction with blocks arising out of
the subject matter of thA program are: Furnishing a house in the
play corner; building the grocery store.

/

,

The grocery store may fist be node 6n individual project, each
child building with Froebelian blocks counters and shelves, adding
cans of fruit and vegetables and .glasses of jelly represented by
cylinders of the beads; large and small. Objects constructed of other..
materials may also be added to make the equipment complete. Later,
the group may combine efforts to produce a store largewough for

several children to enter at once, using the large flodr blocks and
boards for counters and shelves and the cylinders; for cans of fruits
and vegetables. Other material may be used with the blocks as the
representation and play are carried forward and as the children discover a need for them. Real fruit, vegetables, and groins may be
itsedror clay fruit and vegetables may be made and painted, and
hoxcs and baskets constructed to hold these. Money may be made, a
pocketbook to carry it in, and a delivery Wagon for the goods..
the appro
f the Christmas season the grocery store will be trans... formed into a t i
op and decorated and equipped by the children
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with a large variety of toys of their own construction. In the spring
the need for new clothing nifty lead to the building and equipping of
a dry goods or department store.
Another project is laying out the farm, building fences, construct-

ing the farm buildings, such as the farmer's house, the barn, the
shed, the chicken house. While the 'children are interested in the
source of their food, an excursion will be made to a farm if it can
.ite provided for. The morning will be k pent in playing in the hay,
feeding Vie chickens, and getting as much valnable and happy farm
experience as K; sillle. On the following day. in the kindergarten,
the toy farm animalsay he brought out and the children may build
with their blocks to provide the al imals with proper shelter, water -1
t roughs and barnyards Fields. g: dens, and perhaps an orchard
will he laid out and fenced in, and gt dually a miniature fatal will
develop in the sand table or in ode corner of the room. Here, as in
the grocery store, other materials may be cptilltined with the blocks to
complete the proji,ct. .1f the excursion to the farm is not possible
and if a farm visitihas not been a part of the experience of the individual children,less t hue will he spent upon the ipoblem, and only
those phases of it will be reproduced in manual activity which seem
most interesting and closest to the children's experience; for examconstruction of the farmer's wagon which they see bringing
the produce into the grocery Mere, building a shelter for the toy aninulls, providing for feeding and watering the toy animals.
The construction of typical and familiar buildings in the commu-

nity has interest and meaning for the children bause such buildings serve theirhomes. First, hon4,s are built sqlitilar to those in
wlah these particular children live or with which they are familiar.
These indiOdual houses are later arranged along it street ; and sidewalks, street cars, street lights, and mail boxes are provided to unite
or serve these homes. Typical stores with which the children are
most familiar arebuilt into ' business block. Street ears, delivery
wagons, and automobiles are constructed to provide transportation.
Familiar public buildings, such as the school, the church, the post
office, the library, the fire departinent, the raileld station, etc., are
next studied and built in appropriate form. Thus in one corner of

.

.
,

the robin a miniature community grows step by step.
No formal work is done with this material. For the most part it
is the uses, the purposes, the functions of things and their parts which
interest children at this time. There are mathematic 1 values in the
building material, and through the children's varies experiences in
handling it they are laying the foundation for later' discrimination
of trm, size, number, and arrangement of parts. The teacher, howAver, will not stress the formal aspect of the material, but whenever.
-

io8too-19-.--4
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a child reaches out spontaneouslylfor some mathematical value, she
will satisfy this need. In addition to this interest in mathematics,
'which is -not uncommon in young children, a child naturally gains
some knowledge of mathematical values when form,. size, number,
and arrangement become conscious factors in. carrying out a project
which he has himself initiated. For example, if, in building, a child
exhausts his supply of oblong prisms hnd asks for more, the teacher
may suggest that he has before him blocks with which ho can make
more oblong prisms. Because of his need for the blocks, the child will
be interested in discovering that two long square prisms or two short
square prisms may be so arranged as to make an oblong prism.
A sand table with shells, pebbles,' tin or granite dishes, etc.. is a
valuable item of equipment. Children will ,first experiment in the
sand, setting their own play problems, patting, piling, sifting, digging, stirring; making hills, caves, tunnels, rivers, and wells, or cakes
and cookies. ,Later, as children become interested in cooperating,
group problems are carried out in the sand table. The farm with its

buildings, fields, and garden',; the school playground; the puck;
a

house, garden, and garage; "our" street or typical build-

ings in "our" town or neighborhood are problems suggested by the
subject matter of the program which are solved, in, the sand table.
Constructions are male of blocks or paper; 1')eople and animals are
'cut from paper or molded from clay; trees are represented by twigs
or made from paper. Plans are simple, and are made and carried
out by the children. The teacher, by her questions, helps the children
to think their plans through and to organize; but the working out is
the result of their own initiative rather than of the dictation of the
teacher.

Clay, because of its plasticity and ready response to the children's
touch, day be used successfully for the shaping of many forms. Experimental play, beginning with patting, pinching, rolling, making
holes, is carried over through some suggestion which grows out of the
child's first aimless handling of material into the conscious working
out of ideas, the making of cakes and Ties, disheS, dolls, or balls. A
few of the objects which may be workk out 'with clay in connection
with the content of the curriculum are: Bread, cake, and pies for.
baking; dishes and cooking utensils; fruit and vegetables made and
painted for the farmer's wagon, the grocery store, or the Thanksgiving table; animals and figures of people for various play projects;
nuts and squirrels; Christmas toys for the toy shop or for Santa Claus
to leave by the fireplace; a candlestick or paper weight to be enameled
for a Christmas gift for mother or father; flower bowls; flower pots
to be, painted, covered with shellac and need for the planting of seeds

in the spring; bird, nests and Wide; and mules to be panted and
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covered with shellac for actual play. Clay may occasionally be used
for the illastration of a story, for example, the Three Dears.
Paper for construction is one of the most valuable materials in the
kindergarten because of the variety of possibilities which its use affords. It must be tough, pliable,,and of good color, and the objects
produced must be simple and in line with the children's interest.
Before construction can be undertaken, control of the scissors should
be gained. The first cutting will be making little snips, which can be
metl to fill a pillow' for the dolls; paper may be fringed for rugs and
t Ale runners for the playhouse; table spread, rugs, and bedding may
ta cut, and napkins cut and folded for the playhouse. By this time
the children lilid have sufficient control of the scissors to cut successfully from the magazines pictures with straight edges. This calls
for a sem pbook, and folding the pages and cover of the book follows.
Liter problems will be making baskets for gathering seeds from the

garden; tin for baking; boxes, baskets, bags fot the grocery store;
baskets, lanterns, cornucopias, and lelis for the Christmas trees toys
for the toy shop ; envelopes for valentines; kites, pinwheels,fans, para-

sols for use in the spring; paper dolls, with their wardrobes, and a
suit case or trunk to hold the clothes; furniture for the doll house
made by the group, or for the single room made from a box and
furnished completely by the individual child. Paper construction
may be used instead of blocks for representing in the sand table or on
the floor a farm, street, or community, which calls for the construction of houses, barns, stores, churches, and other public buildings,
as well as wagons, street cars, automobiles, fences, etc.
Many of the problems suggested, such as the book, basket, box, Jan,

lantern, doll dress, and rug, wish excellent opportunities for applied $lesign.

The method followed with paper construction is similar to that used

with other materials. 4rhe first steps are experimental; ideas and
problems grow out of this experimentation, and the children improve
their products as they test them out or follow the suggestions of other
children or the teacher. Later the teacher helps the children evolve .
founts which are more satisfactory, making- sure always dat the
process suggested is in line with the children's own thinking and stage
of progress.
Textiles and tools for weaving include looms of wood or cardboard
made by the older children, cotton roving, eight-ply worsted, jute,
cotton cloth brought from home by children or teacher sad dyed- in
attractive colors with diamond or easy dyes, and cut into wide stripe.
Children may makp their looms of wood or strawboard and set up the
warp with little' difficulty. "Suitable problems for weaving are qtga,
for the doll house, hammocks, caps, and muffs for the dolls.
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Paper-mat weaving, because of the frailty of the material, the difficulty of handling it, and the unsatisfactory results obtained, has been
discarded in many places in favor of larger and more durable moteriots and a process more closely related to industrial weaving. These
materials are not only more easily handled by the children, but the
results produced are of greater value in their eyes beer:use they are
of use in their play life. However, because of the prolonged effort
which the accomplish': ent of the result demands, and the accuracy
which is requiredin the process. even the industrial type of weaving
ihould be used only to a limited extent and with the older children.
Textiles for sewing include cotton and woolen cloth, zephyr, 'yrcerized cotton, heavy thread, large needles.
Sewing cards have been discarded by many kindergartners. It is

felt that there are more plastic and satisfactory mediums through
which the child may express his ideas. However, sewing upon con-

struction paper is occasionally introduced for the production of
articles which can be used by the child ; for example, a pocketbook for

the store play, a postman's bag, etc. The simple overhand stitch is
used. Like weaving, sewing is used only to a limited extent, since,
although interesting to the kindergarten child, it calls into play the
finer muscular coordinations. The materials should be coarse, in
order to secure large, crude work. The needs of the kindergarten
dolls furnish a most natural and interesting motive. Woolen dresses,
wraps, and bedding must be provided so that the dolls may be male
ready for winter, and in the spring cotton clothes and sun hats are
required. Children are often able to bring from home scraps of
woolen or cotton cloth left over from the making of their own clothes.
Their first attempts nt dressmaking are purely experimental; little
Shaping is given to the material, the dresses often being sewed upon
the dolls with large, coarse stitches. Results are compared, suggestions .are made by children and teacher, and other attempts follow
with a gradual improvement in results as a consciousness of better
form develops. Soon a need is felt for a patteyn, and this is worked
out by the children for a simple two-seam dreSs.

Sewing, like weaving, is an occupation valuable for the niore
mature children.
Wood for construction should include odds and ends of soft wood;
piece.; of wood cut in various sizes and shapes; nails; glue; hammer;

saw; and bench hook. 4
At first-the children experiment with tools, using odd and ends of
boards. They are often satisfied with merely pounding and sawing
until they have gained some degree of control over these processes.
Then they begin to assemble pieces of wood, making simple objects
which are often suggested by the shape of the pieces. Later, ma-
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terial cut in apprdpriate dimensions for snaking objects in which the
children are interested at that time, are placed in a box; the children's
problem is to select the pieces which are best adapted to their individual purposes, and to fit and nail these together. Occasionally the
children measure and saw a board to meet their me!. Care should be
taken to select wood that is soft, such as bass and white pine; but the
pieces must not be so thin as to split easily.
The curriculum suggests sonic suitable problems to be solved with

this material. They are: Simple furniture for the large -dolls;
smaller furniture for the doll Houses which the children make for
themselves from wooden boxes; a cart for the dolls; a wagon for ttie
grocery store or farm; toys for the Christmas toy shop; equipment
for the miniature playground or }lark; birch houses; and boxes for
springplanting. Many of these objects are painted or stained by the
children. The results arc crude, but they make most satisfactory and
durable toys.
Miscellaneous materials,such as wooden and pasteboard boxes of
various sizes, spools, ribbon bolts, corrugated paper, milk-bottle stoppers, collar buttons, etc., offer suggestive and inexpensive material
for the construction of articles for house or store play, or toys and

articles of use. Work with this material tends to make children resourceful and to-suggest to theist the use of odds and ends of material
for home construction. With this as with all other material, the
teacher must realize that the objects made must necessarily be simple

and crude. The test of the educative value of the work accom.}dished does not lie in the completed. article, lint in the power which .
the children gain in thinking and working independently. The
teacher must guard against letting her ambition to get results lead
her into giN'ing too much assistance to the children.

Supplementary materials: Enlarged sticks of various lengths;

beads; enlarged peg boards.

.The enlarged sticks are rareI used for picture making. Better
mediums through which the child can express his ideas of objects
about him are furnished, by the more pliistic occupations, drawing
and cutting. The sticks are useful, however, in combination with
Hocks and other material for constructive plays; for example, for
representing street car tracks, sidewalks, etc., and in combination
with large bends for making fences, lamp posts, ete. They may also
sometimes be combined with coffee beans and other large seeds for
making designs, as a conscious preparation for the decoration of some
object which ha's been constructed. The children ma'y experiment
with arrangement, and select their best design to be reproduced with
stick dyes, crayons, or paints, for the purpose of decorating wall
paper, rugs, table covers for the doll house, and books or other objects ofinterest.
.
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Beads in the form of spheres, cubes, and cylinders of one-half inch
and one inch in diameter are included in the material.

Bead stringing, which is particularly suitable for the younger
children, will at first be xperimental; then simple arrangements will
grow out of the child n's experimentation, leading step by step to

varied forms of
nization and rhythmic arrangement as the
children or teacher may suggest. Nature materials, such as red
haws, rose hips, large berries, beans, acorns, and other large seed's
of various kinds, may also be strung, sometimes with stravs or hollow rushes cut into short lengths..
Enlarged peg hoards call for experimental activity which n,ually
leads soon to some kind of organization. Childree often inclose a
space with pegs of one color and ask for the toy animals in order
to use the space as a pasture fenced in; or they arrange the pegs
as flowery and have a garden; or instead of expressing ideas they
merely make rhythmic arrangements which satisfy their -sense of
beauty. The pegs, like the beads, furnish a material which appeals

to the children's delight in color, and affords opportunity for a
pleasing 'variety of arrangements.

1/4.

METHOD.

Erperinientation with materials to discorer their chorarterislie<q,
posale uses.--Children conic to all new materials
with a questioning attitude. Curious and eager to gain knowledge
of and control over their environment, they find for a time the mastery of material an absorbing problem. The teacher should, not
hurry the children through this period of experimentation, for what
they learn by direct inquiry is of greater value to them than what
they are told by another, even though a longer time and greater ef. fort are required for the learning process. If the materials arc
wisely chosen and hence adapted to the present needs and interests
of.t,he children, they should hold the interest for a time Without:the
presence or efforts of the teacher. While the children are thus experimenting, however, a teacher who has a thprough knowledge of
properties,

her children and of materials may direct their activities in the
following ways:

.1. Study each individual child, making-note of his choice of
materials and problems, his natural ways of working, an rate of
progress, in order to make suggestions and later set problems which
are suited to his needs.
tinide the children's interests and uses of materials to prevent
thew from becoming habitually trivial.
Help theTehildeen to organize their experiments so that these

mill be useful and will lead cou,steutbr
opmeit.

lkigher stare of

MANUAL ACTIVITIES.

Solving problems through the use of materials.Educators are
to-day seeking to ,develop in children initiative and reflective thinking.

The first prerequisite of productive thinking is a problem

which seems to the child real and worthy of solution.
1. Problems initiated by the children-. Eiperience has shown that
children are often capable of setting for themselves worthy problems,
the suggestions for which may come from these sources:

(0 Ideas may grow out of the children's handling of material.
Prob1ms are suggested and formulated because of discoveries of the possibilities of material.

(1)) The children may formulate problems suggested by some
present interest or some past experience which may be related to the subject matter of the curriculum.

(c) The children may formulate probleralo meet needs created
by some social situation in the kinder,;arten. These too; will
often be suggested by the content of the curriculum.

2. Problems suggested by the teacher: The teaeher will receive
many suggestions for problems from watching the children during
their free play periods with material, and ,widsselect those problems
which children show an interest in working out or for which they
'feel a need. Other problems may grow out of some social situation,
or be in line with sonic seasonal interest ; in other words, may be
derived from the subject matter of the curriculum.
These problems, suggested by the-teacher, must be so in line with
the interests, needs, .,nd experiences of the group that the children
will adopt them readily as their own, and they must seem to the children real and worth the solving in order to produc'e good. productive
thinking and interested effort.
Imitation of another's choice or use of material, selection of another's problem or method of solving it.--Children are highly imita-

tive and often adopt,.as their own, another's use of material, or
solution of a problem if it appeals to them as better than their own.
Such spontaneous imitation enriches the childi.en's ideas and earperiences, and often results in clarifying their vague and confused
images. Imitation which -helps children to do in a more effectual
N.vity what they arc'already struggling to do, and which leads to later
independent action on a higher plane, is a valuable agent of education. If the teacher makes a suggestion for a more satisfactory .

solution of a problem or sets a pattern for imitation, she must make
sure that it is in line with the children's mode of thinking and stage

of development; For if the teacher's c ntribution is not related to
the needs of the children, they may allow the suggestion for the
,their later work Weis it is
moment, but it produces no effect u
to make them dissatisfied with their

crude producti.
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Imitation is often used when thearoblem is one of technique. a
better way of holding the scissors or using the hammer; but when
the problem is one of expressing ideas the children should, in the
main, be left free to try this or that method and to select the one
which works, since this is a necessary condition governing the thinking process.

-These methods will be found valuable even in kindergartens
equipped with only the traditional material. The larger units of
work and the problem method may be used to advantage- in all,
kindergartens.
ATTAINMENTS.

I. A t/ituden, interests, tastes: Readiness to attack simple problems

in construction, and faith in power to solve them.
Increased interest in the products of construction leading to more
-ftirrposeful work and effort to secure better form.
Development of the social spirit resulting front cooperative effort
toward common ends.
2. Habits, skills: Increased control of the materials and tools which
have been used.

Ability to select suitable material and construct without help a
number of simple objects of the kind indicated in the foregoing
pages.

3. Krowledge, information.: Acquaintance with the properties of a
variety of objects and materials.
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Chapter IV..
ART.
Children need only to be supplied with paper and scissors, crayons,

paints, or clay to prove that the desire for expression is inherent.
When the crude results are explqined to the onlooker, one does not
feel' that the " creative imagination" needs to be developed. But
scribbling and snipping, daubing and 'pounding may be gradually
transformed into better technique through the child's own experimental method and through sitggestions from the other children and
the teacher. Symbolic representation my approach more and more
to the semblance of objects in the child's environment. It is a delicate
task, however, to improve a child's technique and to make his illustrations more true to life without losing the freshness and originality
of the more spontaneous expression. Some educators would say
"hands off," and assure us that the child will work out his own salvation in art training. While this view may be extreme, it is well to
remember that too much emphasis upon technique clips the wings of
creative imagination, and too ninth emphasis upon the e.:pression of
clear ideas quenches the desire for expression. There must be,periods
when the chikl works" for the joy that is in him, in his own particular
Etar."

GENERAL AIMS.

To satisfy the desire for expression and to develop the creative,
imagination.

To develop a feeling for color and arrangement.
To clarify thought.
To enable the child to see beauty in nature and in works of art from
a new point of view, because he has tried to express hiniself through
art Mediums.

SPECIFIC AIMS.

To gain better control of the medium.
To see objects more clearly and to express thought more definitely.
To use color and arrangement more consciously.
SUBJECT MATTER.

1. The experience of the children in their, relationship to nature
and to human beihgs as,organized in the kindergarten curriculum
108100*-19--3
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-offers a great variety of subjects for expression. This expression may
find definite and beautiful form in relation to the celebration of the
festivals.

(a) Nature: Berries, flowers, fruits; trees, sun, moon, onimals,
children's play in different seasons.

(h) Industries and occupations: Families and associated objt,cts,
such as houses, utensils, etc.; activities of workers in various
occupations,

A

2. The celebration of Halloween, Christmas, 'Washington's Birthday, Easter, and May Day offers suggestions for room decoration in
rhythmic arrangement. The making and decorating of invitations
to parties, of Christmas cards and Easter cards, valentines, plates
for the Thanksgiving party, many kinds of baskets, give abundant
opportunity for motivating the art work. When patterns are given
to the children to provide units for arrangement in this kind of work
there is no art value unless the teacher has definite art standards in
selecting the patterns, and unless the units provide some opportunity
for variety in arrangement, so that the children mayuse this work
as a means of self expression.
3. Books may be made. throughout the rear containing pictures in
crayon, water color, and paper cutting, with typewritten stories or
vrses composed by the kindergarten children. The pictures may be
made first, and the words describe the picture, or vice versa. The
following verses are typical of a kindergarten child's composition:
The moon sees
Two Christmas trees.
Three pumpkins in a row,

The fanner made them grow.
Mary ate a berry,
And changed into a fairy.

These books serve as summaries of certain phases of the program,
such as a farm book or garden book; a Santa Claus book; a book of
seasons; a book,of mother's work or work in the home.
The content'of these books gives opportunity for valuable correlation between language and drawing. Decorating the cover gives a
motive for design, and putting the book together furnishes an industrial project.
4. Furnishing a doll, house and dressing paper dolls involve many
art projects as suggested in the chapter on Manual Activities.

5. Stories and rhymes may offer suggestion for illustration, but
kindergarten children should not be expected to picture objects which
they do not use freely in their more imaginative drawing, nor should
they be expected to represent a plot thil involvenele relatiOnship of

too mans idem FUr instance, the story of the Three ,Pip would
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require the picturing of two kinds of animals, three houses built of
different materials, a churn, an apple orchard, etc.; ant the plot is
quite involved in the relation of each episode to the climax of the
story. Solite of the simple songs or rhymes are better fOr illustration. IIumpty. Dumpty, for instance, is very easy to draw, because
lIumpty Dumpty is just the kind of ereuttwe that the child draws,
the type "man " with which all teachers of little children are fat
A direct experience, like an excursion, furnishes su estive material for illustration. Many times the children draw pictures of
themselves in long line, with teacher," a towering individual, dotninating flie group. The objective of the excursion has been omitted...,
It matters not whether it may have been a fire engine or an art muscum. the social side of the experience has made the deepest impression.

But,- after all,this is the true nature of art, the graphic expression
of a vivid experience.
There is such a wealth of suggestion in the kindergarten curricu-

lum that it is never necessary to improve technique apart from the
children's interest. in manipulating materials or in expressing ideas.
The work should always be motivated; drill " lessons, such as filling
in squares with color, are valueless.
MV:HOD IN RELATIOg- TO GENERAL AIMS.

7'o satisfy the desire for expression and to develop the creative
'7,nagination.Opportunity should be given for free expression with
paper and scissors, crayons, paints, and clay. The first expression of
children is from the image and not from the object. As John Dewey'
says:
Even In drawing objects the child kill draw from his image, not from the
object itself. As soon as the child has equired the habit of vivifying and liberating his image through expression. th a return may take place to the original
pie tip to this time. in, there is the psyform. In one sense there is no tee
chological factor corresponding to technique, the motor expression, its coordina-

tion with, control by, and stimulation of the visible Image. This becomes
through training what Is ordiunrIly called technique.' The first consideration
Is the eohig, the use; after use comes method, the home of doing. Now, method
must exist not for Its own sake but for better self-expression, fuller and more
Interesting doing. Hence these two pollits; technique must grow out of free
imaginative expression, and It must grow up within itud come into such imaginative expression.

To develop a feeling for color and orrargement.-1. Cglor: A.
child's love of color should be satisfied by giving him colored ma
terials with which to express himself; crayons, water colors, and
colored papers. , It is better for kindergarten children to use colored
crayons rather than pencils; because they satisfy the sense of color
a

Dewey, John. The Psychology of Drawing.
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and at the same time give broader, softer lines than the pencil. The
first expression of the children should be free, even if the color combinations are crude. More esthetic shades and tints should not be
given the child until he has satisfied to some extent his love for the
more brilliant colors. Ire often makes barbaric combinations which
are as unconsciously beautiful as primitive art. While these results
may be at first accidental, through emphasis and selection by the
leacher, they may form the basis for more conscious control on the
part of the child.
The teacher may influence tie results, as the child becomes more
familiar with the medium, by supplying backgrounds of a neutral or
harmonious shade upon which the work is applied, and by occasionally
limiting the choice of colors.
2. Arrangement: In the free work of children we find many examp1Os of unconscious arrangement ; for instance, a child makes a suc-

cession of stars and moons across the top of the paper instead of
drawing a literal representation of a night scene. This interest in
arrangement may be developed and made more:intelligent by supply-

ing motives for design in the decoration of the kindergarten room,
and by decorating bqskets, plates, paper-doll dresses, etc., which furpish shapes so suggestive for design.
The Ilse of materials which naturally lend themselves to the repe-

tition of a unit or to orderly aringeruent rather than to illustration,
such as peg boards, bead stringing, stringing nature materials, all
develop interest in design.
Tv clarify thought.In general, all expression objectifies ideas, and
SO tends to clarify thought. However, if the teacher does not regard

the results that the child attains as worth while, and if she fails to
provide opportunity for motivation of work, the quality of the results will not improve and will most likely deteriorate. TOO often
teachers impose devices upon the children in the form of results which
may have been suggested by an exhibit of kindergarten work, or by a

visit to another kindergarten. These " results" have no value in
themselves, but only as they represent a working out of a problem
which is vital to the group concerned. Motive in work makes expression grow in intelligence. Problenis of " how " or "what" conaantly arise ixrthe child's experimentation, and should be made more
clear by the teacher. The more instinctive activity characteristic of
the first use of the material become: transformed into a process that
demands clear 'thinking. "Imitation of the teacher's -copy " used
too frequently in art work with kindergarten and elementary school
children encourages the child to mechanically repeat the result which
the teacher has thought out, and not to think his way through the
process,'which is one of the chief Values An any kind of expression.

ART.
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To develop appreciation,Activity is the child's key to knowledge.
He likes flowers because he can pick them, but when he has represented their bright colors, the activity involved in the process of making a picture gives him a new attitude toward the object. The interest
in the art result because it is the child's own project carries over to
an interest in the object and so brings about a more intellectual attitude as a basis for the next effort. This objectifying of experience
makes other people's pictures more interesting to the child. This is
one approach to pictfire appreciation.
IVIVHOD IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC AIMS.

To gain better control of the mollunt.The first interest in any
material is in manipulation ; results are secondary. As has been
suggested, scribbling may be developed into firm lines and smooth
rubbing on of color; daubing and scrubbing may be ditebged into the
application of washes. When children have passed out of the experimental stage and 'have the ability to secure better results in technique,
they may criticize their own results and those of the class. One child
said frankly that the water in a picture " looked like mussed up hair,"
realizing that the lines might have been kept parallel.
When children draw, they seem instinctively to use line instead of
mass drawing, but as rubbing on of color strengthens technique, mass
drawing may be suggested in connection-with line drawing. For instance, boats are drawn in outline, but the water is rubbed in. Soldiers
or sailors may be drawn unsubstantial and stick-like, but uniforms are
suggested, and 'again there is need for broad, smooth strokes. A book

'filled with illustrations may .have a cover decorated with units in
massed color.

When there is group instruction in ait, work, the children should
be classified by their ability in using *particular medium, and not by
age or the length of time they have beet in the kindergarten. In this
way, the children who are stilr in the'experimental stage will work
very freely with the medium, while those who are tending to repeat
themselves, or who desire a better form of expression, may have the_
benefit of instruction.
, To see objects more clearly and to express thought more definitely.
Many children of kindergarten age are too immaturc to draw from
objects and should first live through the more imaginative 'stage of
art expression. There are some children of kindergarten age, however, who can draw with a considerable degree of accuracy and a grasp
oft details. They are able to study a flag and to reproduce it in the
right colors and with the right relationship of the field to'the staff and
of the stripes to the field, Children in thisstage of development' can
draw clocks with some sense of proportion, and they show their ma-

,
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turity by making some kind (i/f symbol around the face of the clock
instead of merely making marks as do the young children. This kind
of drawing would seem to have some relation to the ability to write.
It is also the beginning of mechanical draiving and the drawing of

still life.. It should never take"the place of the more imaginative
drawing, but there are subjects in the.kirulergarten curriculum which
Fend themselves to this form of expression, such as the drawing of
trLials, houses, etc; In 41w spring, branches of pussywillows, wild
flowers, and hyacinths that therhildren have planted may be drawn
with sonic regard to correct form and color. When children, however,
look indifferently at the spray to be drawn and then make a flower
growing out of the ground, and even use green and red iiitliscriminately
for flower or stem, they are.not in the stage to draw from an object. A

group of children whose teacher had given them a spray of bittersweet to study and represent, merely took the berries as a suggestion
and worked out a variety of arrangement in spots and lines which
were very decorative but which merely suggested the berry and had no
resemblance to the actual growth.
To use color and arrangeme»t,nkore consciously. As was suggested
in n previous section, providing it Motive tends'to make the work more

thoughtful: Vor instance, the younger children scatter all kinds of
'objects over a page Pith no thought of selection or arrangement. T0
make a book with a picture on each page brings about orderliness of
thought, and arrangement. When the subject-latter of the curricuhm has. made thought more clear, the children's illustrations will
reflect this. quality, and the teiNer's emphasis will he along the lines
of the relationship among objects knit picture.
When the problem' is a decorati7 pallier than an illustrative ore,
the objects to be decorated will. control the use of appropriate lor
and design; for example, orange and brown at Halloween and red
and green at Christmas kme applied to platesisbaskets, and other
objects associated with the "fe'stivals. The doll.house presents excellent probleOn combinations of harmonious color and design applied
to wall pap0;
ATTA IN M EN TS.

1. Attitudes, interests, tastes: Eagerness and willingness to expM'S
ideas and emotions through the mediludis of graphic art. More intelligent interest in pictures. Feeling for color, form, and arrangement.
2. habits, skills: 01xlerly habits in using materials. Ability to
handle art mediums with some degree of skill.

Stnowledge, informatiim: Some idea of form in relation to exthought to otheis. Clearer idea of subject =Merin the curp
riculum through having expressed thought through art mediums.

Chapter V.
LANGUAGE.

7

in language, the wealth of learning and aspiration of the race have
been stored up, ready to he unlocked When the child has found the

key of some actual experience which will give him the power to
enter into his inheritance. Words are symbols ;"that is, they suggest
*/ and represent meanings. John Dewey says:
They stand for ()test. Meanings to any Intilviduil only when he- has had experlenve of some situation to which these meanings are actually relevant.
To attempt to giv; a meaning through a word alone without any dealing with a thing is to deprive the word of intelligible signification.
There is a tendency to assume thntwhenever there Is a definite word or form
of speech there is also a definite idea; while, as a matter of fact, adults and
children alike are capable of using even precise, verbal formulte with only the
vaptest and most confused sense of what they mean.
be signs of Ideas, and Ideas spring from experience. '

Words should

GENERAL' AIMS.

To provide a maims of communicating wv'tkothers.The kindergarten period is the one during- which a child should become thoroaghlyvrounded in colloquial, conversational English. He should
gain in the ability to grasp the meanings of others as interpreted in
language.'
To aid in the'clarification of ideas; to crystallize a meaning which
the child has discovered in his experiencing, so. that such meaning
may be used 1:n thinking.As the child reakzes finer distinctions
in his experience, he seeks for a word that will fix his idea. If it is
supplied to him or if he coins one for the situation, he can make easy
reference to that situation in his later thoughts; the word gives hint
a new basis for discrimination.
SPECIFIC AIMS.

Improrement of the technique of oral expression. Increase" of vocabulary due to wider experiences and finer distinctions.
Better gamnatical construction, sentences more complete and following each other in sepience without loss of spontaneity in expreesion.

Clearer enunciation; correct pronunciation; pleasing, expressive

tone of voice.
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Organization of thought.In strivinrfor adequate expression of
his ideas a child learns to emphasize the more significant phases Of his
experience and to relate these to his former experiences and to define
them in terms-of former experiences. In social intercourse he interprets the thoughts and feelings of others hi the light of his own, and
so enlarges and modifies his own.

Freedom of expressiorkA child should be led to feel that he has
something to say which is worth saying. A child should he-led to feel

that he has an interested listener. A child should be led to feel that
he will be encouraged to communicate his ideas.
14c;

SUBJECT MATTER.'

Conversation, stories, thymes, and singing occupy a large portion
of the time in the kindergarten. These will vary in different localities. Real conversation, a give-and-take between equals, mast be
.based upon topics of common interest; therefore subjects of conversation will Vary in different kindergartens, because the environments and experienceS of the children will be different. The form
that language development will take will also vary somewhat in the
kindergartens. Where there are only foreign-born children, Engish must be taught as a new language, and only the simplest stories
and songs can be used, accompanied by much gesture, repetition, and
illustration.
The subject matter divides itself into two. general lines.
1. The experiences of the kindergarten: These supply the most
/ vital subject matter for oral expression, and relate to activities and
materials. The toys, pictures, stories, games, excursions demand.
continual suggestions, questions, explanations, and comments.
2. The experiences of individtgas: The experiences of. individuals,
either children or teacher, outside of the kindergarten, if they are
significant socially, provide occasions for the introduction of sub-.
ject matter from a wider field than the immediate kindergarten experiences.. Stories and pictures often serve the same purpose.
Topics of conversation suggested by-the subject matter of the
curriculum are as follows: How to make clothes foithe doll; cleaning and dusting the kindergarten room; materials needed for making jelly; the Care of the kindergarten animals, how they move and
. eat; planning the Thanksgiving celebration; a visit to the blacksmith
best ways to plant bulbs and seeds; appropriate decoration of the
room for Washington's' Birthday; the first spring flowers; all the
things that the wind does; ways of going to the park and what may
be seen there.
3 Bee Chapter. H. Connanntty life and nature study.
*.
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METHOD.

Conversation should not be limited to certain periods of the day
set apart for that purpose; for in such a case, it becomes formal and
forced. The methods of developing language in the kindergarten
should be like the informal methods of the home. The main7difference is that selected situations are provided in the school which wilt
riot only interest the child and give him-the desire to talk, but will
also give 'him a choice subject for his conversation and supply him
with an adequate'yocabulary in which to express his ideas. Just as
there are certain occasions in the home which call the family toteether and the interchange of talk ig'general, so in the kindergarten
there are times when children gather around the piano for singing, to
or watch together the drying wings of the new butterfly, or compose
a group letter, or look at the to brought'by some child; then topics
of interest to all are considered.
Throughput the day the child should have freedom of expression..
lie should ask questions of other children as well as of the teacher;
he should ask their help in work and play; he should express his
opinions and thus test his ideas by the knowledge oi others who
may sanction or disapprove. If the kindergarten experiences really
stimulate a child to think, the conversation will be relevant to the
problem to be solved. It is only when a situation does not provoke
energetic thought that a little child's talk becomes silly.
Wrong rnethods It is almost impossible to .give model outlines
for conversttkons because of their inherent nature. Conversation
is a give and take. modified by the mental attitudes of the people
taking part. It is easier to show what the so-called conversation
.

periods should not be like.
1. Question and answer method': The teacher may start the -language period by asking, " Whitt did we talk about yesterday? " If
little impression was made the previous day, no answer may be forthcoming or perhaps a random guess. "It was a tall man who carries
a flag,", " Yes, a soldier." " What did we say a soldier did?" 'this
method. rouses a half-hearted interest because the children give information only.
.2. /do nologue Inethod: The teacher may take the entire period to
tell the Children all about some exrrience. The children are passive,
they may not be interested in the topic, or they may know as Much
about it as the teacher, but they have no opportunity for expression.

The children should usually gather information from some direct
experience.
a. DeSultory method: The teacher may ask the question, "Who has

something to tell us this morning " The result is that a number of
children may talk On Several unrelated topics. This method does not
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promote organization of thought. If the children are too immature ea,
to use ideas alone as a medium of expression, concrete material, such

as pictures, finger plays, dramatization, and nature material, are
aids in the organization of subject matter.
4. Overorganized method: The teacher may say, "Yesterday we

talked about whei7e the squirrel lives; to-day we will talk about
wh t he looks like." .A little child is not ready for concentration on
ciucii minute details, pigeonholed tinder headings. A child must respond to a whole situation if his language is to fiow freely and fully.
. Poor method of using pictures: "Here is n picture; what do 'von

see in it ?." is often a way that a conversation is started. Such a
question is unnecessary if the picture illustrates experiences familiar
to the children. The picture itself will suggest interesting conversation. But if the picture shows objects or activities entirely foreign
to the children they may guess at its meaning, but there is little language value. The children may learn to speak the words which tho
teacher uses in describing the picture, but as there is no content to
the words, these will drop from the vocabulary.
Right methods.-1. Recall of an experience shared by the group : A
vivid experience, such as watching the carpenter at work, playing in.
the wind, planting in the garden, is a good starting point for a general conversation. " Language will become vigorous and effective when

there has been reaction toward elemental things." The child hilm
self must use correct language form. "Nothing but persistent oral
repetition of the correct form will overcome The habit of using incorrect, ungrammatical, and inelegant expression in daily speech. These

are matters of ear training and motor habits Its well as of knowledge."

If the children describe an experience, in a desultory, disjointed
way, the teacher may ask a few suggeSiive questions and at the end

of the period may combine the children's ideas in a sequence of
events, an interesting summary.

.

2. Experience oi one child told to the group: Kindergarten children have a tendency to run to the teacher and talk to her instead
of to the group of children. When some chjld's contribution is of
such a nature that it is of significance for the group, the teacher
should help the child to tell the experienceto all the children. -The
responsibility for interesting a group because one has something
worth while to say is an attitude that should be encouraged in a
social situation.

8. A social situation which calls for organization of oral expres-

sion: Invitations to kindergarten celebrations, letters to absent
teachers or children, etc., are excellent opportunities for the forumlotion of ideas in written form.
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The following is a letter rt by one kindergarten to a little boy
who had moved away. It was written down by the teacher as it was
dictated by the children:
)1:. R Pm' Eft:

How do you like the new school? How Is your mother? How arc Florets
and Mary and Jimmie?
Could you come to visit our kindergarten some day? We are having a good
time. Are you having a good time? What do you make is the new school?
We made a plow and we painted yesterday.

Please tell Mary to Write a letter for you to tell us how yet are and Moottt
our new SC11001.

1N'Ith love. We hope to see you soon.
K N SCRGARTVN, P. S. No.

4. Good method of using pictures: A question which leads to pic-

ture interpretation complies more with the spirit of art than one
that suggests picture analysis. " Who can tell me a story about this
picture?" is a better question than " What do you see in the picture?".
The following stories were told hy some 5-year-old children as
interpretations of Millet's First Step:
The father is saying t;) the baby "Come over here." And the ISM hOr is
"Conic over here, orate over here, mid I will put you on

holding the baby.
the car."

Once a man was in his gartie;t pickingdup wheat and'ipulting H all in his
wagon. His mother and his baby came lit to see how It Was in the garden, and

he put out ht' arms to lift up the baby, mid be wanted to lift the baby, too.
but he had too much work; he couldn't. Then, after he was done with that,
he planted some seeds. So many trees are there!, All the people came from
all aver the country to sec how Mee It was. He had fences so that nobody
could come in to touch Ids stuff'. lie took his wheat to the miller, who Horde
It Into flour so that we'd have !4omething to cot.

After a few. stories about a picture bare been told by the children, the kindergartner candraw attention to different parts of the
picture which have been misinterpreted. For instance, the above
stories show that the wheelbarrow in the Fist Step is an unfamiliar
object. Conversation will then center on these unfamiliar objects in
familiar surroundings. Sometimes it is the activity, the meaning of
the picture which is misinterpreted. In such cases the kindergartner
will question about the detail which gives the clue to the rightful
inclining.

This method of studying a picture develops imagination and gives
a unity 'to a picture and to the ideas about it.. When questions lead
to the mere namilig of different parts of the picture, olimpivation is
developed, but it is not true picture study; that is, a consideration of
the idea, the underlying meaning as expressed through the relations
between the various parts.
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Aids to oral language.Language work is greatly aided by draw
inChandwork, dramatization. Any communication of ideas is really
language, because the hatid and the bodily gesture have a language of

their own which really e7.ries over into verbal language and enriches it.
Dramatization, drawing, and language bear a close relation to one

another. A child of kindergarten age strives to fix and clarify an
idea, first, by dramatization, then by oral language, then by drawing.
The younger child dramatizes the different parts of the experience
without much regard to the siquence in which fife events hippened.
His subfiequent oral expre.,:ion is still disjointed, but is more related
than his actions. His drawing illustrates isolated parts of the ex-.
perience. As the child grows, his ideas become better organized; his
dramatization shows an attempt to relate di
ent incidents, his oral
expression contains incidents woven -into an en vo story, and his
drawing represents several objects in some relation.
ramatization
is composition in primitive language form ; drawing is composition
in picture-writing form. Both should be used by the teacher
junction with laiignage to aid in the organization of thought.
ATTAINMENTS.

No absolute standard can be set, for home conditions exercise great
influence upon the language 'development of children. Training in
the kindergarten should result iii, increased control, power, and desire in the following directions:

1. Control over tone of voice, enunciation, pronunciation, and
grammatical constrAct ion.

2. Power to put ideas into language, either in asking questions or
in making statements.

3. Ability to understand simple conversation and to respond to
directions which have been stated once.
4. Desire to find proper and adequate verbal expression for vague
ideas alui to add to the vocabulary.
The vocabulary should include the names of the most familiar objects in the school; home, and neighborhood; also such qualities and
activities of these objects as it is necessary for a child to understand

in order,to carry on his life and play projects, or the qualities and
activities concerning which he is curious.
Habits of courteous response arid intercourse should be developel
in all kindergartens. "Please," "Thank you," "Excuse me," "Yes,
should come naturally at the appropriate time. Replying when spoken to and waiting until others have finished speaking
should be one-resulttf training.

LANGUAGE.
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Education in language is not measured by the number of words
which a child can pronounce, but by the clearness of his ideas about
a number of selected experiences as shown through his adaptable,
usable vocabulary.
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Chapter VL
LITERATURE.
Stories and rhymes are the literature, the art of language for children of kindergarten age. To appreciate good literature means to
enjoy one of the highest products of civilization, a product which is
the result of the high development of capacities which raise man
above the brute, that is, imagination and verbal expression. Good
literature embodies

stood by all eople

vernal principles in a form which can be underall times.
GENERAL AIMS.

To give pleasure, and in giving pleasure to develop appreciation
of good literature.
To rouse the imagination and the desire to create through verbal
form or through dramatic representation.
SPECIFIC AIMS.

To deilelop control of verbal expression: 1. By supplying a choice
vocabulary. 2. By giving a model of art form.
To suggest lines of action which will appeal to the child and which

he will produce dramatically, carrying his imagination over into

situations which he has not actually experienced.
To promote high ideals: 1. Through stories of humorous situations.
The lower orders of man enjoy unusual.situations even if these bring
discomfort to another. The ideal humor provokes laughter by harmless surprise.
2. Through stories which interpret a child's experience. The significant in the child's own experience can be isolated and emphasized
Or shown-in its proper relations by means of a story.
3. Through stories of moral purpose which give models for ways of
itcting. The moral should never be stated; if it is not indicated obviously enough for the-Child to interpret for him4elf, the story is weak.
48
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SUBJECT MATTER.

The real subject matter of a story is the attitude toward the world
which is emphasized by the activity of the characters in the 'story;
it is the emotional response evoked in the listener. Stories may 'elate very directly to the mood which is to be roused by the consideration of the topics indicated in the content oithe curriculum, and yet
may or may not treat of the topic iltelf. The Night Before Christmas will he told at Christmas time, because it is the interpretation
of this experience given in literary form. The Old Woman and Hee
Pig typifies the idea of sequence, and should be told when the children are engaged in activities which exemplify the idea of interdependence.

Stories fVr oiler children may be classified as myths, hero tales,
fables, fairy tales, humorous, and interpretative stories. There are
only a few stories for children of kindergarten age that can be placed
under the first three headings. A simple myth which may be told is
that of Little Red Riding Hood. The stories that serve the same purpose as the hero tales are simple interpretative stories of good children, such as Busy Kitty, or How' Cedric Saved His Kitten. In
only a few of the well known fables is the meaning evident enough
to make them interesting at this age; such are, The Hare and The
Tortoise, The North Wind and The Sun, and The Lion and The
'.
Mouse.
Most of the stories told in the kindergarten may be classified under
the last thr0 headings, fairy tales, humorous stories; and interpretstire stories, The best fairy stories should be told often. The child
realizes the' irresponsibility, the unreality of the characters, and he
enjoys the play of the unhampered imagination. Ile does not take
the caractOs; as models upon which to base his ideals of right and
wrong. The humorous story generally gains its distinctive character
by the heasnal response of some person in a familiar situation or
raps by the change,Of tone of the story-teller. It should never
,ove apPreeiahle discomfort to any one; in the Gingerbread Man,
oredicament creates humor, because it is the little man himself
calls oat, "Now I'm all gone!" Such stories should never be
.,tapted to' convey an ethical meaning; they are intended for pure

humo.. In the stories that deal with situations of everyday life,
there should he no subtle,. ethical complication, but an evident
struggle of right CAilwrong with the right always triumphant.
The story. which is old for the evident purpose of instruction has
small place in any curriculum.

Stories should occasionally be read to the children. A storyteller's dramatic manner aids in holding the child's attention, but

'
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sometimes his attention should be centered directly upon the story
itself. At such times the story should be read, as the personality
of the reader is not felt as much as that of a story-teller. Stories
that-depend for much of their attraction on their peculiar phrasing
can be chosen for feading. Those accompanied by descriptive pictures are good for this purpose, especially the Peter Rabbit stories
and Little Black Sambo.
t Choke of language. The language used in telling a story should
be suitable to the theme of the story. The fable should be given in
concise, terse language, the fairy tale in beautiful, flowing language.
For children of kindergarten age there should he little descriptive
detail; the action should be rapid. Repetition of rilythmical phrases
is much enjoyed at this time.
The stories from world literature' should never be simplified to
any appreciable extent. It is 'better to wait until a child is able to
appreciate the thought given, inn style suited to the subject, rather
than to lower. its value by omitting the shades of meaning which are
part of its beauty and strength. There are go&.1 stories well adapted
to each age; so that it is not necessary to give a weak version of
what will later be enjoyed in a perfect form. Stories sometimes
weakened to adapt them to kindergarten children are: Siegfried,
King Arthur, Persephone, The Golden Touch.
Story form.Stories should have a definite plot, with introduction, complication, climax, and ending. The principal characters--

should stand out distinctly and all the rest be merely a setting.
Little children'enjoy particularly the repetition of a plot showing
the principal characters in contrast, as. in Little One Eye, Two Eyes,"
and Three Eyes.
Illustrations of good form.
THE LITTLE TIED APPLE.

Once upon a time a little girl was walking under the trees In the orchard
when she saw a round rosy apple hanging on the bough just over her head.
"Oh, please, rosy apple, come down to me," she called, but the apple never
moved. A little bird flew through the green leaves and lighted on the branch
where the rosy apple hung. "Please, little robin, sing to the apple and maize
It come down to me," called the little
The robin sang and sang, but the
apple never moved. " I'll ask the sun to help me," thought the little girl.
"Please, Mr. Sun, shine on the rosy apple and make It come down to me,"
she called. The sun shone and shone, he kissed it first on one cheek and then
on the other ; but the apple never moved. Just then a boisterous wind came
blustering by. "Oh, idea*, Mr. Wind, shake the rosy apple and make it
come down to me," called the little girl. The wind swayed the tree this way
and thatifand down fell the rosy apple right in the little girl's lap.
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THE Morse:, THE Gam's; AND THE LITTLE

nclIEN.

Cfne day the little red hen was pecking about, and she found a grain of wheat.
" Oh ! See here, see here!" she said; " I hare found some wheat. Who will
carry it to the will to be ground? Then we can have a cake."

"Who'll carry it to the mill?"
" Not I." said the moose;
Not I," said the grouse;
"Then I'll carry it my'self,"
Said the little red hen.

"Who'll bring home the Sour?"
" Not I," said the mouse;
"Not I." said the.grouse;
do It mySelf,"
"Alien

MI the little red ben.

-11

"Who'll make the cake?"
" Not I," said the mouse;
"Not 1," said the grouse;

"Then I'll make if
Said the little red lien.
hake the cake ?'

"

"Not I," said the mouse;

" Nat I," said the grouse;

"Then I'll do ft

myself,"

Said the little red hen.
"Who'll eat the cake?"
"

will!" said 'the moMte;

" I will!" said the grouse;
"I will eat It myself,"
Said the little red lien.
METHOD.

The home training of children will,determine the kind of story
told Mille beginning of the year. Children from cultured homes
will gderally listen to one of any length, but if the first story ever.
heard by a .child is the one told by Ole kindergartner then the power
of listening must be developed. Mother Goose is very 'good at the

beginning, as well as short, vivid tales that can be illustrated bj,
Best lire, pictures, or blackboard drawing.

The number of stories told will depend upon the development of
the children. As a general rule, some story should be given every day,
but the well known and well loved "best literature" stories should be
repeated until the children can correct the kindergarten teacher if
one word is misplaced. In this way the stories are absorbed and

made a 'vital part of the child's lifel'of his imagination, and his
expression.

-'"
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The children should be encouraged to re-tell the simpler stories
and to reproduce others dramatically. If the children doaaot readily
rec*ll a story, it is better for the kindergarten teacher to wkell it than
to drag the details, from the children.
Children should be eneottraged to tell original, stories. These may
be, very crude, but power to control imaginative thought and give it
Verbal expression comes gradually through exercise. Interpretation
of pictures helps the child to develop creative power in story-telling.
"Ile following was told by a boy of 4, about Millet's First Step:
Once there was a papa, and a inaucIsit. and a Why.

The papa worked all

and by and by 1181111113 said. " Papa's coming." Papa took baby up. mitt
they went In the house and had dinner.
clay,

This simple tale follows the laws of good literary form.

Illustrations, preferably in paper cutting, may be Made by the children for the stories. songs. and rhymes. If these are bound togitt her
in book form and taken home, the children will repeat the song or
story to the family. Group picture books can be made in which different children illustrate different ideas and the teacher writes the title.

A story-teller's manner has notch to do with the interest of the
story. One who expects to impress her hearers must believe that the
-StOry is. worth telling, that she is giving the highest and best of the
world's thought, and that it can be imparted in no other way. She
must believe that she can tell it so that the listeners will get the full
value of the story. She must know the story well, not just memorize
the words, but viswalize it clearly. She must know why she tells it,
must know the main point and lima to emphasize it. She must feel
anenjoy the story so much that she will be expressive in tone, face,
and manner. Dramatic telling far -surpasses elocution; the latter is
affectation and gives overemphasis.
The full value of stories and story telling is lost when these faith.
are committed: Telling a story in a weak, rambling form ; telling ht
many stories that none of them are remembered; telling so few that
taste fOr them is not formed; telling stories that connect with th

topic of the program instead of those that relate to the need an
development of the child; telling too many on the plane of everyda
I experience ; telling stories that are adapted to older children.
ATTAiNMENTS.

Appreciation of a good short story.
Ability to retell several stories, giving principal incidents in correct
sequence.

Ability to code a simple, imaginative story.
Ability to reproduce dramatically several short stories.
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Ifotber Goose rhymes are goottpoetry for little children. Each one
arouses the emotional reaction to sane typical situation. children
who are not familiar with 'Mother Goose should be given many of
these rhymes.
Phrases, rhymes, stanzas, arid poems which are descriptive of situa-

tion and which reveal moods should be given to the children to
interpret their experiences. The difficulty and length of these will
depend upon the development and, home education of the children.
Longer poems should be read to the children.
Single lines and stanzas may often he selected from children's songs
for memorization.
'Thy neli or,/ from q Cl. ad's GarInsn of

vcrsci.Rohert rmiii St crensoa.

The Cow,
XI), Shallow.
The' Swine.
The .W

Pied In Summer.

ilappy Thoitglit.
Singing.

Tillie to Rise.
The Rain.

.vcIceted from Pinafore Palace.Kate Donglad
hold SisiA.

IM Volt I:no How )Ilny

Bow They Sleep.

New )loon.

Sweetetit Place.

Oise and One.

Pussy Willow.
The Brown Thrush.

Tree on the Hill.
('lid hens in Trouble.

asil Nora arshi-

Misrella MC043 INNHOL
...John Vance Cheney.

Snow,

If All the Seiss Were One 'Sett _

Who lIns Seen the Wind?
Fancies

_

All Things Bright and Beautiful_

Nursery Rhymes.
Christina Rossetti.
Frank Dempster ,Sherman.

.Mrs. Alexander (p end.).

Mom( s selected from Pla y. Life in the First Eight Frombuffo A. Marne/.
The Former Reaps the Ripened Wheat.
The Big Bright Moon In the Big Dark Sky,
Tell Me, Little Raindrops.
Fleecy Clouds Floating Its.

Mil/ones 8(1celcd from Memory Gam for Children.Je4sio Carr Tyndall.
Dainty AllIkeed Babies.
A Little Bain and a Llitle Sun.
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TYPICAL KINDERGARTEN STORIES.
Simple stories for the beyinning of the year..

Three Little Kittens, in Mother Goose Rhymes.
Little Pig anti Ills FiVe Senses, in Play Life in the First Eight Years.
Kitten Who Forgot Kittep Talk, in Kintlergarten'Review.
Three Bears, in llqw to Tell Stories to Children.
Little Red Apple, in Play Life in the First Eight Years.
Three Billy Coats Gruff, in Firelight Stories.
Busy Kitty, in Kindergarten Review.
Mork., for special -occosionte,

The Birthday Present, in More Mother Stories.
Lame Squirrel's Thankseving, in Stories and Rhymes. for a Child.
:l'o Whom Shall We Give Thanks? in In the Child's Wpr
The Night Before Christmas.

or

int( up/du/ire aw/

slorim

The Wake Up Story, and Go Sleep Story, in In the Child' World.

Susie's Dream (itynanuseppt form).
Five Peas in A Pod, in.In the Child's World.
Pig Brother, in Ilow tb Tell Stories to Children.
Little Walt Ohick, in Stories to Tell to Children.
Three Pigs, in.How to Tell Stories to Children.
Little Red lien, in How to Tell Stories to Childr.en.
Ti-g-a-me-tag My Long Leather Bag, in l'lny Life i'the First Eight Years.
TO Fades, in Stbries to Tell to Children.
Wishing Wishes, in More Mother Stories.

4.

-

Search for A Good Child, in More Mother Stories..
How CedrVSAVed His Kitten, in Story Land.
u mOrous stories.

flingerbread Man, in Stories to Tell to Chilyien.
Were Wee Woman, in A Kindergarten Story Book.
How Jack Went to Seek Ills Fortune, in English Fairy Titles.
Epuminondas, in Stories to Tell to Children.
SI a it(luf

storicst

Old NVontan and Her Pig, in How to Tell Stories
Tinimbelina, in Stories and Story-telling.
Little Gray Pony, 4n Mother Storielf
Little Pink Rose, in Stories to Tell to Children.
The ,)Find's Work, in Mother Stories.

.

....

.7

ittdraen..A.

Master of All Masters, in English Fairy Tnles,
The Good Shepherd and the LOst 'Sheep, in (;ospel according to St. Luke.
The Hare and the Tortoise, in .Esop'eleales.
The North.WIud and the Sun, in Iii the Child's World.
The Iion.and the MOW, in JEsop's Fables.
Chicken little; in For the Children's Hour.
111
Shoemaker and the Elves, in For the ChIldre's Hour.
Red Riding Hood, in Progressive Road to Reading, Vol. II.

p.
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Firelight Stoties. For
For the Children. 's
Bailey, Carolyn Siu
Splingilehl, Mass., NUL'hilt'.
for
a
Stories
and
Rhymes
the Story-teller.
ton Braille). Co.
B(Iston Collt'1111 of Stories. Bo.ton, Hammel t Co:
Bryant, So ra.f'one. How to Tull Stories to c 'ffildrcti. Stories to Tell to (
llought(m, sItillIn Co.
dren. Stories for the Littlest thie.
Milton Brad.
Iloxie. Jane I. A. Kindergarten Story l'.0o1;. Springfield,
ley. ('o.

,

Ilarrion, lizuhrth. In Story Land. Chicago, Central Publishin to.

Ja(ths, Joseph. English Fairy T:ties. New 1 ial:, (;. P. Putnam 's Sons.
Appleton & Co.
heYeN, Angela M. Stories and Sktry-telling. .N4w Yorh, I).
NM York,
Tree
Fairy
Book.
Lang, Andrew. Nursery Rhyme 1ti)01;. 4 1211:
Longmans, Green & Co.
Lansing, M. F. Rhymes aiol.Stories. Viiston, Chin & Co.
Lindsay, Maud. Aithe Stories. Altore Mother SiriCs. Vkpriliglii.lii, MasS.,
Milloll Bradley Cog.
A Story thirtieth ilost'on, I.othrop. Lee & Shepard Co.
NIable, Hamilton. Fairy Tztles Every Child Should Knilw. Garden City, N. Y.,
Doubleday, Page & Co.
Palmer, Luella A. Play Life in the First right Years. Boston, Ginn & Co.
Poulsson, Emilie. In the Child' World. 0 11111;zlit.141, Mass., Nlilton Bradley Co.
Itivhards, I.aura E. The Golden Windows. Boston, Little, Brown & Co.
;etidder, TIorace. Iltifilk of Folk Stories. Boston. lklutgliton, Mifflin Co.
etevenson, Robert Louis. A Child's 1.;tirdeit of Verses. New -York, Charles
Seribner's Sons.
Tappan, Eva Altirell. Folk Stories and Tales. Boston, Boughton. Main CO.
'Tyndall, Jessie Carr. Nleniory Cl'illS for Children. Springfield, NIass., Milton
Bradley Co.
Whittier, .T. (.. Chil#1 Life'. Boston, llughtAut, lifliin Co.
WIggin, I' cite Douglas, aml Smith, Nora Archibald, The Story ILour. Boston,
Houghton, Mifflin Co.
Pinafore Palace. Carden (7ity. N. V., Doubleday, Page & Co.
Posy Bing. New York, Crosset & Dunlap (7o.
1Viltse, Sarah. Kindergarten S1 4)ries and Sloning Talks. Boston, Chin & Co.

4--

IThe literature committee of 1918. of the Intvroatlonal Kindergitrven Colon, has

published a selected list of stories to tell to yothig children.

Chapter VII.
PLAYS AND GAMES.
A child who plays thoroughly with self-active determination will surely hen
thorough, self-determined man, capable of self sacritire for the promotion of the
welfare of himself and others.

Among modern educators there is now general agreement concerning the- importance of play in education and in life, and much .bas
been done since Froebel's clay by way of 'selection and organization
of forms of play which will more fully satisfy the social instincts and
impulses- at different periods in the child's life as well as develop
his muscular control and increase his power of observation.
GENERAL Ants..

To develop physical strength, control of the body, and ease and
grace of movement.
To give training in social ,cooperation.
To help interpret experience.
.SPECIFIC AIMS.

To develop keenness of observation of a special kind throtigh plays
which involve the exercise of one setise at a time in the identification
of form, sound, or color.
..
To develop and coordinate the muscles of the body, especially the
large torso muscles and the muscles of arms and legs, which arc grow
.

ing so rapidly* this period.
.
.
To encourage self expression through rhythmic activities and to
.

.

.11Lohelp combine these activities in artistic form.

To aid in "he interpretation cind organization of experience
through dramatic expression.
SUBJECT MATTER AND METHOD.

All games, rightly played, involve physical control, intelleCtual
concentration, and the joy of soci I cooperation, but in varying
degrees.

PLAYS. ANDIGAMSS.
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Plays and games which have special value for children between 4
and 6 years of age may be classed as follows:
Plays( which call for the exercise of sense discrimination.
Plays and games for muscular activity and control.
Rhythmic activities and singing games.
Dramatic play.

Sense plays. During the prekindergarten period

.
.

the child Is largely concerned with the mastery of the fundamental physical
coordinations and the control of the primary sense perception process

objects have a twofold Interest to the little child; they are of interest to him
as ,enters of physical reaction and as the-sources of new sensations
They are manipulated largely for the enjoyment of the tactual, visual, auditor :and muscular sensations which they'yield.

During the kindergarten period the child gains further sense
training through the manipulation of a variety Of 'materials used in
the manual activities and through the musical experiences which
the program includes. But in addition to this, he may enjoy and
profit by the opportunity consciously to test his ability to' identify
colors, sounds, textures, fos, etc., which the sense plays offer. A
variety of these plays are to be found in the books listed at the end
of the chapter. Examples of-sense plays are:
1. Touching: The blindfolded child tries to identify familiar objects' by 'Twinning them. The gainedis made more difficult by having
the objects to be identified in a bag of sortie soft material.

2. Hearing: The 'child tries to identify invisible objects by their
sound, or to locate them. A similar play calls upon one child to
recognize another through the sound of his voice.
3. Seeing: Three or more objects; are placed in a row while-a child
is blindfolded_ One object is removed or the order is changed. The
child who has keen blindfolded names the missing object or restores
the original arrangement.

flays and gamer for muscular control.-1. Use of play apparatus: The formative development of the body should include remedial

exercises when needed and wisely directed out-of-door activities.
Not only racing gatnes of tag, follow7my-leader, hoPscotch, etc., arp

useful, but also forms of play which are found in the present-day
open-air playgrounds, including tlie simpler forms of sliding boards,
swings, seesaws, stair steps, short ladders, climbing pole or rope,
trapeze of the right height, and other play material. %These activi-

ties bring into play the trunk of the body, with itsiarge chest and
abdOminal muscles, and at the same time exercise the arms and legs.
They increase the child's physical vitality and courage, and'his moral
determination to overcome his bodily limitations.

These forms of play apparatus. may be used in the gymnasium
during the winter season. It is even -desirable, when space permits,
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to have some equipment of this kind in the classroom itself, available
for use at any time. One very simple and interesting exercise for
bodily balance is learning to walk or run on a board which has been

placed on the floor of the kindergarten room. In time, this board
may be elevated an inch or two above the floor. This demands
of the child more careful balancing of the body. A short stepladder
in the room will also soon be mastered, and joy is unbounded when
the child finds that he can sit on the top step and survey the world
from this new viewpoint. Young children may need a railing to
the steps, which they mr. 'Iola while learning to climb. Another
apparatus which may be used indoors is Dr. Montessori's invention
of a fence with a 3inch board on the top, on which a child may

rest his arms and thus relieve his legs of the weight of his torso while
his legs travel along the lnwer bars of the fence.
2. Ball games: Children of kindergarten age naturally use rubber
balls for rolling, bounding, and tossing plays. Previous to the introduction of any gamesilhowever, the children should have ample,
opportunity to play freely with large 6-inch rubber balls, in order
that they may discover some of the ball's possibilities as a plaything
and gain some control in handling the ball.

The ball games introduced at the beginning of the year should

be simple and easily acquired. These should be followed by games
NO* call for more skill and control. For instance, the children are
seated on the floor in the form of a ring. One child rolls the.ball

across the ring. The child to whom it comes repeats the act, and
so on. Such a play is made more difficult by having each child roll
the ball to one particular child across the ring. In a third and still
more difficult form of the play, a target is set up in the middle of
the ring and th4 game:is to hit-the target with the ball. As the children gain skill, tl.e.target may be made smaller.
Similarly, the bouncing plays may begin with 'simply bouncing
and catching the ball, and then be followed by a game in which one
° child Stands in the middle of the ring and bounces the ball to WA
other .children in turn. A number of children may be given balls
te. bounce hit-sit definite number of times or during the singing of a
song, after which the balls are passed to .other children. Similar
plays, in which the ball or ben bag is tossed, may be used to advantage later in the\year. Tossing the bail or bag,into an open-mouthed
basket, or through a hoop to which a bell is attached, develops skill.
These are merely examples of many.ball games which develop alertness and skill.
Rhythmie- and singing games.Rhythmic movement play may begin with some simple, already acquired activities, such as running,
walking, skipping, or hopping about the room quickly or slovily.
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Music of different rhythms should' soon be introduced and the children allowed to reproduce the rhythm in bodily motion, each in his

own way. At the beginning of the year the music should follow
rather than set the pace for the child's activity. As he-increases in.
skill he will have power to respond to different rhythms and different
tempos as the music may suggest. The activities may be alternated ;
for example, walking a few measures, skipping, then walking again;

walking; turning, walking the other way; skipping forward, then
.sideways, and then joining hands and skipping in a ring, etc. Many
suggestions as to variations of this sort will be offered by the children. Through experimentation, the children gain control of the
different simple steps and forms of movement which are characteristic
of the singing games and folk dances. Very simple little dances may
be developed by teacher and children by combining these movements.
It is but a step from rhythms of this kind to such game forms as Come
Choose a'Little Partner, Dance a Little Partner, Sally Go Round the
Stars, Our Shoes are Made of Leather, etc., in which the movements

are suggested through the words of the game, but which allow for
variation. Even the simplest rhythmic expression is valuable in developing ease and grace of movement and in furnishing the material
out of which the more artistic game form develops easily and natSonie of the folk dances which originated in the simple, Mr-sophisticated life of the European peasants may be introduced with
modifications in order that they may have content which the children
can understand. But the complicated folk dances that require much
directing are for the older children who e.vjoy skill as much as self expression.

Dramatic play.The period from 4 to 8 years of age is, as a rule,
" the golden era ofthe child's spontaneous imagination."
Imitation Is transferred from the phystologleal and sensorl-motor type to
the dramatic form. Ideas which appeal are carried out in action. The aCtivities of (lie environment are suggestive, they stimulate Images and these Images
are reproduced in dramatic form.

In an earlier Chapter referen *is made to the informal, dramatic
play in which children spontaneously indulge in connection with
their toys and other familiar projects. Housekeeping and other social
activities are suggested by the subject mutter of the curriculum, or by
any new or unexpected experience. Play of this sort represents the

child's effort to interpret activities in which his interest has been
awakened. The teacher leads the childthrough sympathetic response
to make his action truer to life, to add incidents which will enrick

the meaning of his play, and to organize it into a more complete
tarries of related acts. This may be done by giving him more direct
experience.with.:the activities he is trying to interpret, or .bziques- r..
.
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tions leading Lim to see in imagination, and carry out in play, other .11111
related activities. In Playing Store, for instance, the children are at
first absorbed in the mere buying and selling. If the play tends to
remain on this level, the teacher may ask such questions as the fol.

lowing: " What does the mother do with the things she buys fur

dinner? ""Ilow can she get these things if she can not go for thent? "
"What time does the grocery store close? " etc. Some topics for dramatic play which are suggested by the subject matter of the program
are: The care of the baby; the daily work in the home; a visit to the
toy ',hop and play with imaginary toys; playing in the snow and
maing a snow man; the postman; the blacksmith ; the fireman; train ;
school; gardening; and other simple activities by which the 'average child is surrounded.
All these games call for a give-and-take between teacher and child.
Through the teacher's contradis!op and her sympathetic interest in
his ideas, the child gains clearer comprehension of the significance of
the play. As the,children's imagination develops, they will probably
suggest the playing out of stories. Children who come front homes
where their background has been enriched by the culture of their
surroundings may suggest this type of dramatic play early in their
kindergarten experience and will show initiative in choosing children
to impersonate the characters in the story and in carrying out the
plot. Thus the value of the imaginative experience supplied by the
story is enhanced, but it must always be kept in mind that plays of

Ws kind should be the result of an emotional interest which demands expression:

Plays suggested by such stories as Five Little Squirrels, Three
-Billy Goats Gruff, and Three Bears arc examples of dramatic play
. suitable for the kindergarten. The relation of story dramatization,
drawing, and language is discussed in the chapter on language, and
therefore needs no further comment here.
Many of the rhythmic movement plays previously mentioned have
dramatic elements; for example, Walking on tiptoe like fairies, walking heavily like giants; skating; marching like soldiers; running, galloping, trotting like horses; bending the body sideways with anus
outstretched to represent the seesaw; whirling like a top; skipping
with an imaginary rope; swinging the arm like the pendulum of a
clock, etc. These forms of play are chiefly valuable when they conic
As spontaneous expressions of the children's interest in the object or
nativity represented. Some of them may be given form through accompanying songs. Neidlitiger's Seesaw and Miss Crawford's This is
the Way My D011y Walks arnexamples, Froth other dramatic pbty4
May be developed rhythmic games, such as I Went .to Visit a Friend

One Pay and Who Will Buy My Toys?
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If the play of the kindergarten is rightly understood and 'wisely
developed, it enables the child to express his emotional life with joy
and freedom.

.() me standards for the plays and games of the kiid,ergarten are
these

The play of the childshould be some self-expression of the child.
It should hose a universal or at least a worth-while content so as
to lead his interests toward larger experiences.
It should gradually assume a simple but genuine art form.
The worth of any game can be tested by the following questions:
Does this game arise from the children's interests, and do the children manifest joy in it?
('an this game. be gradually shaped into a form appropriate to the
subject?
Does this game have a worth-while content, with possibilities of future development both in form and content?

Repetition of games other than those requiring skill and satisfactory representation wastes time and retards development unless
these games are being perfected in fOrm or varied on each repetition.
When the game is continually in need of correction or suggestion from
the teacher, it indicates that the form is too difficult for the children
or that their interest in it has not been awakened.
ATTAINMENTS.

Attitudes, interests, tastes: Readiness to express thought in free
dramatic play. Enjoyment in rhythmic activities that have art
form.

habits, shills: Correction of some physical defects. Better control
Greater bodily case and dexterity.
Knowledge, information: Recognition of the laws that control
games of competition and skill. A more intelligent interest in activities related to nature and society.
of impulses.
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Chapter VIII.
MUSIC.
Not. only do young children respond to rhythm and melody in the
singing of the lullaby and nursery plays, such as, Trot, Trot to Market, but children begin to sing before they are taught set forms'in
the nature of words and music. When a little child is absorbed in
work or play, he often croons to himself. In the story of IluhammidDin, in Plain Tales from the IIills, Kipling tells of the wonderful

palaces the little Indian boy fashioned from pebbles and bits of
broken glass and withered flowers. When Multammid-Din one day
found a battered polo ball that would lend itself to a structure more

wonderful dam all the others, " his crooning arose to a jubilant
song."
GENERAL AIMS.

To awaken a desire to sing.
To awaken a feeling for music, Both vocal and instrumental.
To create Social feeling through sharing a musical experience.
To make subject matter more vivid and interesting.
SPECIFIC AIMS.

To establish a light head quality of tone and smooth connected
singing in phrases.
To develop the child's sense of rhythm.
To lead the child to reproduce other melodies and to think and
voice original melodies.
SUBJECT MATTER.

The subject matter of the curriculum suggests the kind of songs
to be sung.
Claasification aJ songs.

I. Family songs.
2. Greeting songs.
R. Hymns,
4. Festival songs.

Weather songs.
G. Patriotic songs.
7. Songs of industry.
8. Seasonal songs.
15.
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METHOD IN RELATION TO GENERAL AIMS.

To awaken a dtsire to sing. Lt any group exercise all the children
will be eager to take part if the right spirit has been developed by the
teacher. One must be very careful in dealing with monotones not
to make the children feel that they are apart from the group in their
inability to approach a standard.' Monotones will learn to sing only,
through singing.
Enthusiasm of the group ill singing may have it tendency to make
the children sing too loud. This is bad for their voices and should
be guarded against. Individual children who overwhelm the other
voices should be taught to listen to the o.. ti ier voices and to the piano,
while singing.
A happy medium should be sought between the very poor tone accepted in some kindergartens, and the suppressed, toneless singing
in other kindergartens or schoolrooms, where the children have been
continually hushed even during the singing of a song.
To awaken a feeling for inamir, both rocal ood instrumental,
Listening to songs: As children may develop appreciation of literature by listening to stories, and appreciation of art by looking at
good pictures, so they may develop musical appreciation by listening
to the singing of songs. The victrola can never take the &ewe of the
human voice. Every kindergarten teachCr should sing son*s to her
children as she would tell them stories. The selection of the songs

is controlled by the interests of the group at the particulaz time
of year. The care of the rquher for the baby will suggest the singing of a Br:dims' lullaby or the folk song. Sleep, Baby, Sleep. Many
of the elaborate and beautiful songs which we used to try to WW1.
to the children may be sung to them. These songs may be fanciful,
as many of those in the Neidlinger book. Examples of the more
esthetic type of song are:
The ItIrd's Nest, in Songs pf the
World. No. I, Caynor.
It is Sprlug,in N!.ture Songs for Children, 1:nowIton.

If the teacher has not the ability to sing to the children, the vietroll' may be used, though it'is doubtful 'whether the children gain
.

as much from listening to the record of the human voice as to records
of instrumental music. Just as in listening to a story, the child
needs to look into the face. of the one who is singing.
Listening to instrumental .musie: We have often offended in the
use of the piano in the kindergarten. We have used it so constantly

kin some kindergartens that we have dulled the child's faculty for
listening to piano music in any intelligent way. An example of this
is the stereotyped " quiet " music at the beginning of every circle
and during rest periods.
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Another abuse of instrumental usic has been the use of great
Music, such as Ilandel's Largo, for such an inappropriate activity
as Playing giants. The opposite extreme of playing ragtime for
marching and other types of music -hall music is still another abuse.
We should not take music out of its original setting and adapt it for
various uses in the kindergarten for which it was never intended.
The noble strains of such music as the Largo should never be broken

up and mutilated to provide a rhythm for kindergarten- activities.
On the other hand, inuRic-ball music can never be anything but
vulgar, no matter how skillfully played, and such an atmosphere
should never invade a kindergarten. Schubert's Marche .Mi litaire,
llounod's Funeral March of a Marionette. Schumann's Wild Rider
and Soldier'sMarch are examples of classi music which are simple
in character and so suitable for kindergarten use. The character of
all the instrumental music in the kindergarten, even if the children
are responding to it by activity, has a subconscious effect, and if
wisely selected helps in musical appreciation.

Certain striking types of music may occasionally be associated
with the ideas of the curricuhun, as, Stine Nact, played or sung
at Christmas time; patriotic airs of other nations' played at Washington's Birthday ; and parts of Mendelssolin's Spring Song and
Grieg's To Spring, played
springtime.
At the end of the year, the children may classify in a simple way

songs and instrumental music as: Lullabies, music for dancing,
'church music or organ music, soldier music.
New music with these characteristics may he played to the children,
and they may tell to what gronp each selection belongs.

7'o create 80(4°1 feeling. 'fine social element in group singing is
one of the chief values in music. This element is the basis for the
recent development of comaamity singing all over the country. The
sharing by the whole group of a common experience is the reassp
that the kindergarten teacher plays with the children and sings with
them. Many Music supervisors say that the teacher should never
'sing with the children. The reason that they makethis prescription
is that the children are made too dependent on the teacher's singing,
and that her voice overwhelms their lighter voices. Moreover, if

the teacher constantly sings with the children, she can not hear
the separate voices and so can not test. each child's ability to sing a
melody 'correctly.

While it is trt4 that there are some lessons when the teacher
should listen to the children's voices, we should distinguish between,

the times when technique is being improved and when music is
being .used to voice social experience, as in a greeting song or a
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Song that expresses patriotic feeling. The teacher is then identified
with the group.
To make subject matter more virielf and interesting.There are
certain phases of subject matter which can best be presented through
sound.

Pictures make direct and tangible appeal to the child, but
it is more often an intellectual rather than an emotional appeal. If
one wished to awaken the emotion of reverence, the singing or playing Stille Nacht to the children would create the proper atmosphere
for showing the Christmas pictures.
Certain ideas are lietter represented by sound than in any other.
way, as the clang of the blacksmith's hammer or the sound of church
--bells. This kind of musical characterization has a very close relationship' to musical iippreciation.
METHOD IN RELATION TO SPECIFIC AIMS.

To establish a light head tone of pleasing quality.--1. To secure
good tone production: By pitching songs so that the children shall
not sing below F (the first space) nor above G (space above fifth
line).
By not allowing children to sing with loud voices in group singing.
By encouraging much individual singing, so that the child may
hear the quality of his own voice.
By listening to the teacher's voice as it model and to kindergiirten
children who sing with pure tone.
2. To secure smooth connected singing of phrases: Breath control
is an important element in tone production, and the habit of smooth,
legato singing should' be established from tile first its well as pure
tone. Do not teach songs which are naturally rhythmic, is Jack
and Jill or Here's at Ball for Baby, until the habit of singing legato
is established. We should teach short songs and through imitation of

the teacher encourage the singing of a fairly long phrase on one
breath, as Our Goodmorning We will Say. The children can:be led
to do this intelligently by saing the phrasi, as one would talk the
whole sentence, smoothly, not in broken phrases.

All songs should be sung qiteslowly at first. We 1,.xpeet the
children to master words, rhythm, and melody too quickly. When
this is done, during the --first weeks of school, one will ahfays hear
some children drawling out the song after all the others have finished.Mother Goose rhytnes'and Finger Plays may well be spoken at the
beginning of the year and not sung. If they are said expressively
and in a flexible speakiag voice, they are just, as interesting as when
Instrumentanugie may accompany.the dramatization of the
Mother Uoose

mes.
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Children should not sing while playing active games. Usually
the activity is so engrossing that the children forget to sing.

In games like The Farmer in the Dell and Itiskit Itasket, where
the children are pacing around slowly, action would not interfere
with breath control. Care should be taken, however, not to have
ibis singing degenerate into the poor tone quality heard at children's
parties or ill games played on the street.
To develop the ehild'N plow of rhythm.-1. Rhythmic response of
the body to instrinnental music, as marching. skipping, running, etc.
Music follows child's activity.
Chill responds to a rhythm set by music.
.Chi ld responds to new music with the right. activity, recognizing
music to which one can skip.run. etc.

Child responds to characteristic music in appropriate ways: For
instance, in Ladita. the slow measured character of the first measures

is followed by a very lively rhythm. The children may suggest
tramping, walking (around circle or into center and out) to the
fisst part of the music: then they may jig in place or twirl around
to the second part of the music.
2. Keeping time with hands and instruments, etc.
('lapping the rhythm of soug,,.
Clapping to different tempos w3, 4/4 time, waltz time, etc.
Keeping time with music ticks,. as in clapping.
Inventing rhythms with music sticks.
Keeping time in a band with triangles, drums, tambourines, etc.,
n.11' instruments togetter.

Groups of instruments following the leader.

Distinguishing light and heavy instruments for characteristic
music as in response tti the music of Ladita, beating drums and
tamboui.ines for the heavy part awl striking triangle and shaking
tambourines for the light Wilt.
To lead the child to think and coke or4inel melodies and to reproduce other melodies.-1. Testing voices; During the first 'weeks of
school the children's voices should be tested and the children classi=

tied in three groups according to their ability to match tones.
Group I is composed of children who can carry simple melodies cor-

rectly; Group II of children Wlid can'sing parts of ,ft melody, but
who,have,too limited a range to reach the high notes; Gr.* III is
made up of monotones.

2. Matching tones: A child's inability to sing a %melody is in
almost every case not a physical defect, but an inability to hear the
different tones that make up the melody., To sing a song coyrectly,

a child has not only to hear and produce variationsAivitch, btit
10840*-19----5

.
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also to muster the rhythm and the words and as.suciate the words
With the tones.

While it is best to begin with simple songs and then proceed to
analysis as described later, some tone work is necessary with the children who la.ve-a limited range ofonly a few notes. It is better to do
this work in_slnall groups, although occasionally it is an interesting
exercise for the whole kindergarten, and the correct reproduction of
tone by the childin who can sing helps the other children to hear
tones more clearly, because they are uttered in the &line
little child's voice. The piano and the teacher's voice may also he
used as models. The sound of the pian is clearer and more incisive,
.but the tputlity of the teacher's voice is more like the tone that the
child is to make. Of course,' when the problem is to link word with
tone, 'singing is a better
There are many suggeStions for tone- production in songs and
stories, for instance:
The baby's trttmlj
toot toot tool tout too."
This little plg cried, 1` waee wee wee (high tone).

.

Intoniiig the three bears' complaint, Who's been tasting my
soup!'' in three intervals.
Bird calls. Bells.Family song, -This i:tit he mother, this is the father," etc., to tones
Xthe scale.
Iti is a good plan to lie small groups of children sing around the
piano where the children may hear the melody clearly.
3.. Monotones.: Mitch individual work should be done with the
monotones', if possible in u room where other children are not present..

Let the child begin by making his own tone first, as "Too-too."
Then let the teache/ imitate. See if, through
imagination, he can not blow a little trumpet far-away. Light and
.

.( Baby's trumpbt.)

smt all tone usually means high tone to a,child.
.

Encourage the child
through imitation to make higher tones, aud approve any change
from one. pitch, however slight. if the child has heard the siren of
a tire engine, the imitation of sweeping up the scale sometimes helpg
raise the tone when a child can-not sing separate intervals of
scale.

.'floe teacher should be careful that the monotones do' not ,,sing
lou:ler than the children who carry the melody. They must be 114lped
to lbiten to melody while singing with the other children.
-4. S'Onp : In the first few weeks of school there should be very few
:soup taught to-the children, and these of the very simplest Character.

Oftet a part of the song, complete.in.itself, max be used, as, Goodbye to Yoit,, Good-bye, Good-bye. (In Cfmild Land in Song and:

Ithythni.)

e.
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We have been accustomed to emphasize group singing in the
kindergarten because of the social nature of tlie exercise 'and beause the sithject matter of the song is of interest to the group. We
have too often been unaware Of the bad habits established by nmelt

of this kind of singing at the beginning of the year. When we
accustom ourselves to listen to the individuals in a group, we -drill
find that some of the children have a range of only a few notes because they do not hear the other tones. When they sing alone,. it.is
a little crooning, sing-song melody. When they constantly. sing in
this way against phrno music Or agahist the ti;:tcher's voicetherare
getting blurred impressions of sound: therefore there should' be
very little gropp singing at fir-4. We have not had -umigh individual' singing at the beginning of Om year. If there is the.right
atmosphere in the kindergarten, an) children ore made to feel that
every attempt to sing is accer4able. self-mmscionsuess should not
develop in nu,..,t
From the inflividnal singing Will (Wein') SI/00;1111'011S little melodies. Wei") not begin teaing drawing by setting up our own perfect. copy, expecting the children to reproduce it. We ,eneourage,

children to work freely and imaginatively, and gradually to approximate nwre conscious results. Why should we not do this in music?
Let the children sing theiy nwn little melodies to such phrases a..r.
Good-ntorning to yon,- and I am here," in answee (0 the roll call.
I have heard children invent spring songs and, fall
on the spur

of the moment, when that type of song was called for and other
children were singing memorized songs. The "invented" song was
usually in the form of a" recitative. One day I heard 'a boy break
away from the tune of the 'Mulberry Itush .to which the children
were singiug the.kind of work they were doing. and invent t musical
form for the vacuum cleaner, because the unwieldy name nresented,
a problem 111 rhythm. The basis for a child's hearing of other peo-i
ple:s-tunes is Ids learning to hear his own simple tunes. This rather

"'accidental" type of singing tones should he devellped into the.
ability to niake little tunes to
lltyh m} linhy,
Co to slist.

5Itch Viralkes as

Dom. don)? 'Win,

Hear my Iltiledrunt.

nit in the sky
The little hints ay.

Of c(4se the teacher will have to help the child at first by recording the melody and repro4tring\ it with voice °Is piano. Those
of us who are familiar with Mr. Cady's work know what definite and
valuable' results mIty be attained in this creative work with little
children. '
With the second and thirdgrohp, then, we should have much individual singing before we teach any but .the simplest songs. Very
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few songs should be sung by the whole kindergarten, and little groups
of children who can carry the melody may often sing the song to

the rest of the children. The teacher/Could extract the difficult

phrases as " Good Morning, Dear Children," in the Hill songbook,
and have the children repeat through imitation. Of course the song
is always sung to the children first as a whole and in relation to u
situation. The drill aspect should never come first.
ATTAINMENTS.

4ttitudes, interests, tastes: Interest in listening to music and in
voicing melody, alqne or in concert. A new interest in music that is
on a higher plane than that which the average child has heard before
coming to school.
Habit8, 844118: Clear, light-tone production. Connected singing of
phrases. Breath control gained through correct phrasing. Ability

to change the .pitch of a melody which'the child himself has begun
in too low a key.

Knowledge, information: Ability to lspond to new rhythms in
characteristic ways; to distinguish characteristic motives.
Power to §inge alone a few simple songs.

LIST OF SONGS FOR THE KINDERGARTEN.
This list of songs is merely suggestive; there are other songs .and
other songbooks -which are appropriate for use in the kindergarten.
The attempt has been made to grade the songs according to their
are the simple type of song that most
difficulty. Those; listed "
5-year-old children can sing. The songs under "2" are more difficult and would be suited to the ability of musical children and children who tcmain in the kindergarten for two or three years. The
'' are to be sung to the children by the teacher,
songs listed under
just as stories are told to them bythe teacher.

It is hoped that this classification of sour will help teachers to
choose songs which are suited to the musical ability of the group
and songs which are good from a musical standpoint.
'

introductory Sono.

1. Boni Song No. 1. Cady : Music Education. 2d Book. Chicago, Clayton F.
Summy/ p. 49.
2. See Saw No. 15.e Cady : Music Education. 24 Book. Chicago, Clayton F.
.
Sammy. p. 50.
8. Dolly Dear No. 9. Cady : Music Education. 24 Book. Chicago, Clayton F.
Sammy. p. 49.
Songs, I.
1. Falling Leaves. Dann: First-Year Music. New York, American Book Co.
p. 75.
2. Hallowe'en., Dann: First-Year Music. New Yoric, American Book Co. p. 75.
3. The Leaves Come Pattering Down. No. 25, Cady : Music Education. 2d
Book. Chicago, Clayton '. Summy. p. 20.

Fall Songs, 2.
1. Song of the Seasons. Bentley: Song Primer. Teneberte Ed. New York,
A. S. Barnes Co. p. 17.
2. Conte, Shake thg..Appre Tree. Smith: Modern Music Series Primer. Book 1.
New York, Silver Burtlette Co. p. 18.
3. Nature's Good-night.. 11111!' Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago,
4
Clayton F. Sunny, p. 221

.

1. Hush! Nly13aby, Go to Sleep. (Key of A,noth A and E.)

2. Cradle Song. Bentley: Song Printer. Teachers' &I. New York, A. S.
Barnes Co. p. 16.
t

'a
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3. Sleep, Baby, Sleep. No. 53. Cady: Music Education, 2d Book. Chicago,
Clayton F. Summy. p. 62.
3. At Night. Toni lins: Souvenir Song Book. London, H. W. Gray Co., Agents
for Novelle. p. 93.
The

1. The Family. Jenks and Walker: Songs and Games for Little Ones. Chicago.
Oliver Ditson Co. p. 97.
2. Baby Dear.. Riley and Gaynor: Lilts and Lyrics. Chicago, Clayton F.
Summy. p. 56.
Greeting.

1. Teacher calls the child's name to two tones of the scale. The child answers.
" I am here."
2. Coodinorning Song. .Dana : First Year Music. New York, Americas Book
Co. p. 73.
3. Good - morning to All.

Hill: Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago,
Clayton F. Summy. p. 3.
(Teacher sings child's name; child answers. Children sing each other's natnes.)
Thanksgiving Songs, Secular.

1. Turkey Time. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book Co.
p. 76.

2. Thanksgiving Song. (First half of it.) Jones-Barbour: Child Land in Song
and Rhythm. New York, Arthur Schmidt. p. 38. .
Thanksgiving Songs. Religious.

1. Thaaksgiving Song. (Last halt of it.) Jones-Barbour: Cliild Land is Song
and Rhythm. New York, Arthur Schmidt. p. 28.
2. Harvesting. Smith: Eleanor Smith Music Course. Boole 1. New York.
American Book Co. p. 27.
It Thanksgiving Song. Hill: Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chleago,
Clayton F. Stumm?. p. 27.
cc

Winter Songs.

1. Winter Time. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book Co.
p. 76.

2. Littie Snow Flakes. JoiletBarbour: Child Land in Song and Rhythm. Now
.Yorli. Arthur Schmidt. p. 11.
S. Snow Flakes. Riley and Gaynor : Songs of the Child World. No. 1. Chicago.
John Church Co. p. 71.
Jack Frost. Songs.

1. Jack Frost. Minn: First Year Musio. New Yak, American Book Co. p. 76.
2. Jack Frost. Bentley: Song Primer. Teachers' Ed. New York, A. S. Barnea
p. 38:
& Ting4iaa. Cady: Musk Ndiscatloa, 2d Soak. Chicago, Clayton F. Sammy.
p.157.
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Christmas Songs, Secular.
1.

Christmas Day. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book
p. 77.

2. Santa Claus. Bentley: Song Primer. Teachers Ed. New -York, A. S. Barnei
Co.

p. ^_5. --

3. The Christmas Tree (Father Christmas).
Book 1. New York, Sliver Iturdette Co.

Smith: Modern Music Series.
p. 106.

(hrisfmga Tree Songs.
1. Tannenbaum. Whitehead: Folk Songs and Other Songs for Children. Chicago, Oliver Ditson Co.
2. Around the Christmas Tree. .Riley and 4:iiytior: 1.1Its and Lyrics. Chicago,
Clayton F. Summy. p. 0.
3. A Wonderful Tree. Jenks asid AValkr: Songs awl Games for Little (hies,
Chicago, Oliver Ditson Co. p..70.

Christmas Songs, Religions.
1. The First (71irtstnias. Jenks and Walker: Songs and flames for the Little
Ones. Chirago. Oliver Ditson Co. p. 26.
2. Martin Lnther Cradle 14ytnn, "Away in a Manger.'
3. Christmas Carol. Itiley and Captor: Song of the Child World. Nu. 1.
Chicago, John Church Co. p. 29.

holy Night. Silent Night.

Patriotic Songs.
1. Our Ping. Jones- harbour: Child land in Son: and Rhythm. New York,
Arthur Schmidt. p. 22.
2. America. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book Co. p. 70.
3. Star-Spangled Banner.
The Nor*.

1. Tick tacit. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book Co. p.4141.
2. Tiek-tuck. Nehilinger: Small Songs for Small Singers. New Turk, 0.
Schirmer. p. 51.
The - )loon.

1. The Moon Man. Jones-Barbour: Child Land In Song and Rhythm. New
York, Arthur Schmidt. p. 12.
2. The Moon and I. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Book Co.
p. 51.

2. Moon Song. 11111: Sung Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago, Clayton V.
Sunnily. p. 54.

The Stars.
1. The Star. Jones-Barbour: Child Laud in Song and Rhythm. New York,
Arthur Schmidt. p. 12.
2. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. Elliott: Mother 1.111,0se Metvliet. New York,
McLaughlin Bros.
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8. When the Little Children Sleep. Thirty Songs for Children. Chicago,
Oliver Ditson Co. p. 36.

8. Every Night. Taunus: Souvenir Song Book. London, H. W. Gray Co.,
Agents for Novelle. p. 27.

.

The Sun.

1. Good-morning to the Sun.. Jones-Barbour: Child Land In Song and 111*thm.
New York, Arthur Schmidt. p. 4.
2. Sunshine. Bentley: Play Songs. New York, A. S. Ilarne'h Co. p. 42.
3. God's Love. 11111 : Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago, ClaytAt F.
Sunnily.

Matting and Night.
Ilill : Solig Stories for the Kindergorten. Chicago,
Clayton F. Sammy. p. 5.
2. Day and Night. Bentley: Song Primer, Team-hers' Ed. Ne% York, A, S.
Barnes Co. p. 43.
2. Wee Willie Winkle. Crowninshield: Mother Goose Songs for Little Ones.
Springfield, Mass., Milton Brudley Co.
3. Lullaby by Brehm% (Little Dust Man.) 11111: Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago, Clayton F. Summy. p. 79.
3. Cradle Song. Whitehead: Folk Songs and Other Songs for Children. C111cam Oliver Ditson Co. p. 209.
T.

Good-1114;111111g Song.

'Spring, the Sennett.

1. Cuckoo, Cum.lcoo Calls from the Wood. No. 40. Cady: Music Education, 2d
Book. Chicago, Clayton F. Sunily. p. 60.
2. Spring is Coming. Smith: Modern Music Series Primer. Book 1. New
York, Silver Burdette Co. p. 32.
3. It is Spring. Knowlton: Nature Songs for Children. Springfield, Moss.,
Milton Bradley Co. p. 84.
Spring, the Rain.

1. Raindrops. Dann: First Year Music. New York, American Bbok Co. p. 81.

tt The Rhiuy Day. NeldUnger: Small Songs for Small Singers. New York,
G. Schirmer. p. 4.
J. Weather Song. Jenks and Walker: Songs and Games for Little Ones. Chicago, Oliver Ditson Co. p.
Spring, the Wind.

1.1

1. Wi d Song No. 16. Cady: Music Education. 2t1 Book. Chicago, Clayton
. Sammy. p, 51.
ng No. 17. Cady: Music Education, -2d Book. Chicago, Clayton F.
.Su in ny. p. 51.

1. Kite

2. The W id. Bentley: Song Primer. Teachers' Ed. New York, A. S. Barnes
Co.

1.83.

Who Has Seen the Windt Bentley: Song Primer. Teachers' Ed. New
York, A. S. Barnes Co: p. 81.
3. Kite Time. Knowlton: Nature Songs for Children. Springfield, Mass.; Milton Bradleyeeod p. 76.
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Spring, the Birds.

r-----All the Birds Bare Come Again.

Jenks and Walker: Songs and Games for

Little Ones. Chicago, Oliver Ditson Co. p. 23.

1. Robin Redbreast, Jones - Barbour: Child Land in Song and Rhythm. New
York, Arthur Schmidt. p. 15.
2. The Bluebird. Neldliuger: Small Songs for Small Singers. New Yo.rk, G.
Schirmer. p. 30.
The Robin. Welles: Songs shout Birds. Chicago, A. W. Montfort. p. 7.
3. The Robin's. Song. Nehilinger: Small Songs for Small Singers. New York,
G..Schirwer. p. 17.
n. What Robin Told. Knoultmi : Nature Songs for ChIltiren. Springfield,
Mass., Milton Bradley Co. p. 38.
3. The Nest. Inky and Gliylior . Sony of the Child World: No. 1. Chicago,
John Church Co. p. 10.

Priitn. /1(i sand Butt( /flits.
!tiny. Smith: Eleanor Smith Musk Course.
Ilk Co. p. 31.

1

Bot.k 1.

New York, American

Butterflies Are Hying. Itentley: Ploy Songs. New York, A. S. Barnes Co.

2

P. 4.

Spring, tic Carden.

Mary. Mary. Quite Contrary. Schaeffer: Thirty-six Songs for Children.
Boston, T. c. ltirchard co. p. 9. Or Elliott: Mother Goose Melodies.

1

2. llis First Bouquet. Pouisson and Smith: Songs of a Little Child's Day.
tipringfiem, mass, Milton Bradley Co. p. 11.
Siwing, the Flowers.

1. Buttercups.

Jonesdlarbour: Child Land in Solt and Rhythm., New York,

Arthur Sell:M(14 p. 7.
1. Daisies:. Jones-Barbour: Child Land In Song and Rhythm.
Arthur Schmidt. p. 0.

2, Little Pussy

New York,

Dunn: First Year Music. Nhw York, American Book

Co. p. 38.

Easter;

I. Bunny. Neldlinger: .. mil Songs for Small Singers. New York, G. Schirmer.
p. 13.

1. Little Yellowhead. Neitilinger: Small Songs for Small Singers. New York,
G. Schirmt. p. 53.
2. Nature's Easter *Story. 11111: Song Stn. ies for the Kindergarten. Chicago,
Clayton F. Summy. p. 37.
3. Easfer Voices. Smith: Eleanor Smith Music Course. Book 1. New York,
American Book Co. p..28..
.

May.

1. May. Jones-Barbour:Child Land In Sons and Rhythm. New Turk, Arthur
Schmidt. p. 8.
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2. Chorus of ','ISLay." ppowlton: Nature Songs for Children.

/

Springfield.
Mims., Milton Bradley Co. p. 15.1
.
3.. Collie Lassie and Lad. Whitehead: Folk Songs and Other Songs for Cliddren. Chicago, Oliver Ditson Co. p. 2.

I

Hymns.

1. Morning Hymn. Jenks and Walker: Songs and Games for Little Ones.
Chicago, Oliver Ditsou Co. p. 7.
2 Thanks for Daily Blessings. Hill: Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago. Clayton F. Summy. p. 17.
3. God's Work. Hill: Song Stories for the Kindergarten. Chicago, Clayton
F. Summy. p. 71.
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